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Philips Sonicare and Evidence-based Innovation:
Closing the Gap Between Clinical Research and Dental Practice

Maha Yakob, PhD, RDH

Global Director, Professional Relations & Scientific Affairs
Philips Oral Healthcare

In the 25 years since the widespread availability of
powered products in the home oral care space, much
has been learned about the complexity with which oral
health is achieved and maintained. We now know that
inherited factors play a role and that the inflammatory
condition of periodontitis can be associated with sys-
temic comorbidities of  various types. We know that
lifestyle choices play an important role and that host-
defense strategies are highly influential across the
health-disease spectrum. Underlying this growth in sci-
entific understanding, we continue to explore, with the
scientific fascination that compels discovery of  all
types, that dental plaque is much, much more than it
seems. This filmy layer that is in a state of  perpetual
growth and renewal is a complex biofilm. It interacts
in a dynamic milieu where bacterial constituents, their
byproducts, cytokines, and biomarkers are in constant
flux, both above and below the gingival margin.  

It is noted, however, that in spite of this burgeoning
advancement in our collective understanding of  oral
health and disease, one principle about achieving and
maintaining oral health has changed very little. Daily
plaque control is essential to oral health. The important
difference now, however, is that we have more insight
into why this is so.  Put simply, daily plaque control helps
limit the proliferation of bacterial species, their byprod-
ucts, and corresponding host signals to create an inflam-
matory state that exhibits itself, initially, as gingival
inflammation, and when left untreated, as periodontitis.

As an innovator in the space of home oral hygiene,
Philips takes daily plaque control very seriously. We

know that a patient’s lifestyle choices influence oral sta-
tus in the short and long term. These choices, such as
smoking, can favor a disease-associated environment,
or they can also promote a health-associated environ-
ment. A daily tooth brushing encounter or interdental
cleaning session is an opportunity to promote health,
so why not make the most of  it? Our aim is to con-
stantly innovate with this top of  mind; to evaluate
where dental, physical, materials, mechanical, design,
and behavioral sciences can be utilized to make better
home oral care products to help your patients make the
most of their morning and evening oral hygiene habits.

As with any medical recommendation that is in-
tended to elicit a change in a patient’s health, a specific
prescription ought to have its basis in evidence that
demonstrates the desired efficacy and safety effects.
Within this Special Issue of  The Journal of Clinical
Dentistry® are five articles reporting the outcomes of
controlled clinical trials designed to evaluate the clinical
efficacy and safety of Philips home oral hygiene prod-
ucts, thus to provide this basis of evidence.  These stud-
ies were designed, conducted, and analyzed with the
statistical rigor and ethical attributes of  clinical trial
conduct, consistent with the regulatory statutes pur-
ported by global agencies and governing bodies that
regulate the development of medical devices, drugs, and
biologics. We do not take lightly a professional recom-
mendation that can affect a patient’s oral health status.
Thus, it is our implicit way of working to hold ourselves
to a standard that you can expect will deliver on helping
your patients achieve and maintain oral health.
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Introduction
Dental plaque is a dynamic biofilm that harbors an ecologically

diverse array of microbes.1,2 Its constituent ecology and impact on
oral health is affected by many factors. Inherited genetics, environ-
mental factors, lifestyle choices, and other diseases are among the
elements that can affect its mosaic and elastic composition.3,4

Innovations in measurement techniques have enabled the scientific
community to characterize the species of microbes that comprise
the seemingly amorphous film of plaque that coats tooth surfaces
and the adjacent sulcular spaces.5,6 

There are microbes that are generally associated with health and
those that signify disease;7 there are microbial communities that
reflect lifestyle choices8-10 (e.g., smoking), and these communities of
microbes communicate with other species in the plaque milieu.11

Their constituent presence can affect responses in the host that can
have both local effects, evident as periodontal disease, and potentially
systemic effects.12-17 Thus, the seemingly simple habit of daily mechan-
ical plaque removal has a potentially far reaching impact, and efforts

to help patients improve daily oral care are warranted.
The Philips Sonicare power toothbrush (Bothell, WA, USA)

was developed for this purpose.  It is one of several tools that patients
can adopt into their home care regime to optimize daily mechanical
plaque control, thus to help prevent local sequelae in the gingiva
and periodontium, and help minimize broader inflammatory effects
that can become intransigent and require significant dental or med-
ical intervention. While plaque control via manual means is effective,
power tooth brushing was borne out of the idea that there was
room to improve. The brush head of a Philips Sonicare toothbrush
sweeps at a frequency of 31,000 brush strokes per minute, it has
features that prompt a thorough brushing encounter of all tooth
surfaces for the dental professional-recommended two-minute peri-
od, and it requires no specific user technique in order to be effective;
the brush head has only to be placed and glided across the gingival
margin. Manual tooth brushing inherently lacks these features 
and is entirely dependent on the user to comply with practitioner
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Abstract

• Objective: To compare the ability of the Philips Sonicare DiamondClean power toothbrush and the ADA Reference manual toothbrush
to reduce plaque and gingival inflammation by routine manual toothbrush users.

• Methods: This was a randomized, single-blind, parallel-design study. Eligible subjects were generally healthy non-smokers who exhibited
mild to moderate gingivitis upon study entry. Enrolled subjects were randomly allocated to commence twice-daily home use of either a
Philips Sonicare DiamondClean (DiamondClean) power toothbrush or an ADA reference manual toothbrush (MTB) for a period of four
weeks. Clinical safety and efficacy were assessed after a two- and four-week period of home use. Statistical analysis was performed for the
modified intent to treat (mITT) population using a mixed model with the Baseline score as a covariate.  

• Results:A total of 182 volunteers were screened, 144 (72 per treatment) were randomized, and 142 subjects completed this study. Following
four weeks of use, the Least Square (LS) Mean (SE) percent reduction in surface plaque was 34.9% (1.8) for DiamondClean and 8.0% (1.7)
for MTB, (p < 0.0001). At the same four-week time point, the LS Mean (SE) percent reduction in gingival inflammation for DiamondClean
was 25.5% (1.9) and 19.1% (1.9) for MTB (p = 0.0213). For gingival bleeding, the LS Mean (SE) percent reduction in sites with gingival
bleeding for DiamondClean was 57.4% (3.06) and 31.4% (3.04) for MTB (p < 0.0001).  

• Conclusion:The Philips Sonicare DiamondClean power toothbrush was statistically significantly more effective than a manual toothbrush
in reducing supragingival plaque, gingival inflammation, and gingival bleeding following a four-week period of home use. Both products
were safe for home use.

(J Clin Dent 2017;28(Spec Iss A):A1–6)
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instructions and recommendations.
Since its release to market, the Philips Sonicare portfolio has under-

gone a sustained cadence of innovation.18-21 The innovation pipeline
is specifically focused on efforts that aid the user in developing suc-
cessful compliant habits while improving on the efficacy of plaque
control, safely.  The Philips Sonicare DiamondClean was one such
innovation, where improvements in the brush head manufacturing
process opened the technical design space in terms of trim, tufting
pattern, and density of the bristle field. The resultant DiamondClean
brush head has 43% more bristles than its predecessor model, the
ProResults brush head. As a result, the combined effect of the novel
bristle configuration, operating within the high frequency range 
(225-280 Hz) of Philips Sonicare power toothbrushes, was expected
to impart a significant benefit in helping users achieve and maintain
oral health. 
The current clinical trial was conducted to evaluate and confirm

that the design changes on the DiamondClean standard brush head
had the intended clinical effect; namely, that mechanical plaque
removal and the associated hallmarks of gingival inflammation were
improved relative to a manual tooth brushing control within four
weeks of use.  

Materials and Methods
Study Description and Objectives
This was a prospective, randomized, parallel, single-blind study

designed to compare the ability of the Philips Sonicare DiamondClean
power toothbrush and the ADA Reference manual toothbrush (MTB)
to reduce plaque, gingival bleeding, and gingival inflammation of rou-
tine manual toothbrush users. An ADA reference manual toothbrush
was selected as a control device.   Safety was assessed by characterizing
oral tissue status as well as effects on restorations.
This study was conducted at University Park Research Center in

Ft. Wayne, IN, USA, an independent clinical research site. The study
approved by the US IRB (approval  U.S.IRB2011UPRC/01) was
conducted in a manner consistent with the applicable US FDA reg-
ulatory statutes, the ICH E6 and E8 Guidelines, with all aspects of
study conduct rooted in the ethical principles described in the WHO
Declaration of Helsinki.22

Efficacy and Safety Measurements
Efficacy was evaluated by examiners trained in the visual assess-

ment of plaque and gingivitis per accepted and standard visual clinical
metrics. In this study, the following measurement methods were uti-
lized: the Lobene and Soparker Modified Plaque Index23,24 (MPI),
the Modified Gingival Index25 (MGI), and the Gingival Bleeding
Index26 (GBI). Table I presents the scale and description of the asso-
ciated scores, per Index. There were two study examiners, with a single
examiner assigned to perform MGI evaluations for all subjects at all
visits and another examiner assigned to perform MPI and GBI eval-
uations for all subjects at all visits. Safety was assessed by oral tissue
examination, by visual inspection and charting of restorations, and
by subject report per home diary notecard.

Enrollment and Randomization
Following Informed Consent, subjects were screened for study

eligibility. The accepted study population fit the following profile:
age 18–70 years, in generally good health, routine manual toothbrush
user, exhibiting mild to moderate gingivitis with a GBI of > 1 on at
least 20 sites, MPI of > 1.8 assessed 3–6 hours since last brushing,
and a non-smoker. Subjects with severe gingivitis, moderate to severe
chronic periodontal disease, insulin-dependent diabetes, who were
pregnant or nursing, had heavy deposits of calculus, intercurrent use
of tooth bleaching trays, or who had orthodontic brackets or extensive
crown or bridge work were excluded from participation in the study.  
Following eligibility determination, subjects continued in the study

to complete Baseline evaluations, including the characterization of
restorations for subsequent safety tracking. Subjects were then ran-
domly assigned to use either the DiamondClean power toothbrush
or an ADA reference manual toothbrush, twice daily, for a home-
use period of four weeks.  Randomization was balanced for gender.
The study examiners were blinded to the randomization assignment
of all subjects to minimize bias.  
All randomized subjects were dispensed Crest® Cool Mint Gel

(Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, OH, USA) fluoride-containing dentifrice
to use with the assigned toothbrush, and received a diary card for com-
pliance tracking and safety reporting. The use of any other oral hygiene
products during the home-use period was prohibited. Subjects were
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Table I
Scoring Methodology for Efficacy Metrics; Plaque, Gingival Inflammation and Gingival Bleeding

No plaque Separate flecks of plaque at 
the gingival margin

Plaque covering 2/3 or more 
of the tooth

Plaque covering at least 1/3 but
less than 2/3 of the crown 
of the teeth

A thin continuous band 
of plaque (up to 1mm) at the
cervical margin of the tooth

A band of plaque wider than 
1 mm but covering less than 1/3
of the crown of the tooth

Lobene and Soparker Modified Plaque Index, six sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 5

Absence of
inflammation

Mild inflammation, slight
change in color, little change
in texture of any portion of
but not the entire margin or
papillary gingival unit

Severe inflammation;
marked redness, edema
and/or hypertrophy or mar-
ginal or papillary gingival
unit, spontaneous bleeding,
congestion or ulceration

Mild inflammation but
involving the entire margin or
papillary unit

Moderate inflammation; glaz-
ing, redness, edema and/or
hypertrophy of margin or
papillary unit

Modified Gingival Index, two sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 N/A

No bleeding Bleeding on gently probing Bleeding appears immediately
upon gently probing

Spontaneous bleeding which
is present prior to probing

Gingival Bleeding Index, two sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 N/A N/A



removed from the study in the event of an emergent need for oral care
or other contraindicating medical or dental issue that stood to signif-
icantly affect compliance to the assigned study regimen.
Subjects returned to the clinic at Week 2 (± 2 days) and at Week

4 (± 2 days) to repeat the efficacy evaluations of MPI, MGI, and
GBI, as well as for safety assessments. All subjects underwent efficacy
evaluations with the same blinded examiners as performed at the
Baseline visit. An outline of study visits and associated procedures
is shown in Figure 1. 

Statistical Methods
Sample Size Determination. Based on the results of prior studies

comparing Sonicare power versus manual toothbrushes,18,20 a sample
size of 70 subjects per group was necessary to detect a difference in
GBI of 0.10 between products, with a statistical power of 90%. This
power calculation assumed a common standard deviation of 0.18
for each treatment group, as well as a Type I error rate of 0.05.  
General Methods.Unless otherwise noted, continuous variables

were summarized using the number of non-missing observations,
mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, and maximum; cate-
gorical variables were summarized using the frequency count and
the percentage of subjects in each category. Subjects were grouped
according to the treatment received. The efficacy measures for this
study were the reduction in plaque, gingivitis score, and bleeding sites
from Baseline to Week 4. Gingivitis and plaque score were calculated
at Baseline and Week 4 as the sum of all evaluable sites divided by
the number of evaluable sites. The number of bleeding sites was based
on the number of sites with a GBI score greater than or equal to one.
Outcome was expressed as the raw average score for a subject, as a

reduction from Baseline (Baseline minus post Week 4 of home use),
and as percent reduction calculated as the reduction in the score
divided by the Baseline score times 100.
Statistical analysis was performed for the modified intent to treat

(mITT) population using a mixed model with the Baseline score as
a covariate. The mITT population included all randomized subjects
with both a Baseline and an endpoint response. Least squares (LS)
means, standard errors (SE) of the means, and 2-sided 95%
Confidence Intervals (CI) were presented. The analysis presented
here displays comparisons between the treatment groups as performed
using the appropriate F-Test. No adjustment was performed for 
multiple endpoints.

Results
Demographics
The mean (SD) age for all evaluable subjects was 42.1 (12.10)

years. A total of 72 subjects were enrolled and randomized to
DiamondClean, of which 70 subjects had post-treatment efficacy
results. For the manual toothbrush group, 72 subjects were enrolled
and randomized, 72 had post-treatment efficacy results. Ninety-one
of the evaluable subjects were female, 51 were male.  Table II presents
a summary of key demographics of study participants.  

Compliance
Subjects enrolled in this study were reported as highly compliant

with the assigned study procedures. There were a total of five protocol
deviations reported in the entire study; three of these were reported
in the DiamondClean group and two in the manual toothbrush group.
The reported deviations were minor, where corrective action was
reviewed with the subject at the study site and no subjects were
removed from study as a result of significant non-compliance.

Efficacy
Gingival Bleeding Index. The primary efficacy objective of the

study was to compare the ability of the DiamondClean power tooth-
brush and the ADA Reference manual toothbrush (MTB) to reduce
gingivitis as measured by gingival bleeding index (GBI) after four
weeks of use. At the Baseline visit, the LS mean (SE) GBI, number
of bleeding sites, for DiamondClean was 28.5 (1.13) and 29.7 (1.12)
for MTB (p = 0.4232).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
At the two-week time point, the LS mean (SE) for GBI, number

of bleeding sites, for DiamondClean was 14.1 (0.92) and 24.2 (0.91)
for MTB, (p < 0.0001). Expressed as percent reduction versus Baseline,
this is a 52.2% (3.19%) reduction for DiamondClean, and 17% (3.14%)
for MTB.
For the time point corresponding to the primary objective at Week

4, the LS mean (SE) outcome was 12.4 (0.89) for DiamondClean and
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Figure 1. Study visit flow diagram.

Table II
Demographic Characteristics

Characteristic Category MTB DiamondClean Total p-value

Age (yrs) No. Subjects 72 70 142 0.346
Mean (SD) 43.1  (12.00) 41.1  (12.30) 42.1  (12.10)
Median 44 40 41.5
Min.-Max (22,  67) (20,  70) (20,  70)

Gender Female 46 (63.9) 45 (64.3) 91 (64.1) 1.000
Male 26 (36.1) 25 (35.7) 51 (35.9)



20.0 (0.88) for MTB (p < 0.0001). Expressed as a percent reduction
versus Baseline, this is 57.4% (3.06%) for DiamondClean and 31.4%
(3.04%) for MTB.
Table III presents model estimates for LS mean GBI scores for

Baseline, Week 2, and Week 4, and LS mean GBI percent reduction
from Baseline for the two study groups. A line plot of LS mean (SE)
percent reduction from Baseline for GBI is presented in Figure 2. 

Modified Gingival Index. At the Baseline visit, LS mean (SE) for
MGI for DiamondClean was 2.08 (0.05) and 2.14 (0.05) for MTB
(p = 0.3660). At Week 2, MGI was 1.6 (0.03) for DiamondClean and
1.83 (0.03) for MTB (p < 0.0001). Expressed as a percent reduction
versus Baseline, this is a 24.5% (1.7) reduction for DiamondClean
and 13.7% (1.6) for MTB.
At Week 4, LS mean (SE) for MGI for DiamondClean was 1.57

(0.04) and 1.71 (0.04) for MTB (p = 0.0106). Expressed as a percent
reduction versus Baseline, this is a 25.5% (1.9) reduction for
DiamondClean and 19.1% (1.9) for MTB.
Table IV presents model estimates for LS mean MGI scores for

Baseline, Week 2, and Week 4, and LS mean MGI percent reduction
from Baseline for the two study groups. A line plot of LS mean (SE)
percent reduction from Baseline for MGI is presented In Figure 3.  

Modified Plaque Index. At the Baseline visit, the LS mean (SE)
MPI score for DiamondClean was 2.77 (0.05) and 2.85 (0.05) for
MTB (p = 0.2481). At Week 2, MPI was 1.93 (0.04) for
DiamondClean and 2.7 (0.04) for MTB (p < 0.0001). Expressed as
a percent reduction versus Baseline, this is a 31.4% (1.6) reduction
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Table III
Least Squares Mean (SE), Gingival Bleeding Index, 

Baseline, Week 2, Week 4

Study Visit Variable MTB DiamondClean p-value

Baseline
Number of  
Bleeding Sites 29.7 (1.12) 28.5 (1.13) 0.4232
Gingival Bleeding 
Index (GBI) 0.45 (0.02) 0.42 (0.02) 0.3083
Sites Bleeding (%) 30 (1.11) 28.7 (1.12) 0.3980

Week 2 (Day 14) 
Number of  
Bleeding Sites 24.2 (0.91) 14.1 (0.92) <0.0001
Reduction in Sites of  
Gingival Bleeding (%) 17 (3.14) 52.2 (3.19) <0.0001
Gingival Bleeding  
Index (GBI) 0.36 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01) <0.0001
Percent Gingivitis  
Reduction 15.2 (3.62) 54 (3.67) <0.0001
Sites Bleeding (%) 24.3 (0.91) 14 (0.92) <0.0001

Week 4 (Day 28)
Number of  
Bleeding Sites 20 (0.88) 12.4 (0.89) <0.0001
Reduction in Sites of  
Gingival Bleeding (%) 31.4 (3.04) 57.4 (3.06) <0.0001
Gingival Bleeding  
Index (GBI) 0.29 (0.01) 0.16 (0.01) <0.0001
Percent Gingivitis  
Reduction 31.8 (3.34) 61.1 (3.37) <0.0001
Sites Bleeding (%) 20.1 (0.88) 12.3 (0.88) <0.0001

Figure 2. Least Squares mean (SE) for GBI overall at Baseline, Week 2, Week 4

Figure 3. Least Squares mean (SE) for overall MGI Score at Baseline, Week 2, Week 4

Table IV
Summary Statistics, Least Squares Mean (SE), 

Modified Gingival Index

Study Visit Variable MTB DiamondClean p-value

Baseline LS Mean (SE) 2.14 (0.05) 2.08 (0.05) 0.3660

Week 2 LS Mean (SE) 1.83 (0.03) 1.6 (0.03) <0.0001
Change from  
Baseline  to Week 2 0.28 (0.03) 0.51 (0.03) <0.0001
% Change from  
Baseline  to Week 2 13.7 (1.6) 24.5 (1.7) <0.0001

Week 4 LS Mean (SE) 1.71 (0.04) 1.57 (0.04) 0.0106
Change from 
Baseline  to Week 4 0.39 (0.04) 0.53 (0.04) 0.0106
% Change from 
Baseline  to Week 4 19.1 (1.9) 25.5 (1.9) 0.0213



for DiamondClean and 3.8% (1.6) for MTB.
At Week 4, LS mean (SE) for MPI for DiamondClean was 1.84

(0.05) and 2.58 (0.05) for MTB (p < 0.0001). Expressed as a percent
reduction versus Baseline, this is a 34.9% (1.8) reduction for
DiamondClean and 8.0% (1.7) for MTB.
Table V presents model estimates for LS mean MPI scores for

Baseline, Week 2, and Week 4, and LS mean MPI percent reduction
from Baseline for the two study groups. A line plot of LS mean (SE)
percent reduction from Baseline for MPI is presented in Figure 4.  

Safety
There were eight adverse events reported by three subjects during

the study. Of these, five events were reported by one subject in the
DiamondClean group. These five events were deemed related to the
study product by the investigator and the subject was removed from
study. The three events among the other two subjects (one in the man-
ual toothbrush group, one in the DiamondClean group) were deemed
unrelated to study products. There were no safety events on restora-
tions reported in either treatment group during the study. 

Discussion
This study was conducted to evaluate the extent to which the

Philips Sonicare DiamondClean power toothbrush affected the gin-

gival and plaque status of subjects following a period of home use.
A standard manual tooth brushing control was selected for compar-
ison in order to prospectively explore the magnitude of the difference
that introducing DiamondClean into a user’s home care regime may
have on these hallmarks of oral health. The results clearly indicate
that the use of DiamondClean reduces supragingival plaque, gingival
inflammation, and gingival bleeding significantly better than manual
brushing alone within a home-use period of four weeks. 
It is noted that the oral health benefits following the implemen-

tation of power tooth brushing are already apparent following the
first two weeks of home use. For the primary efficacy variable, gingival
bleeding, the mean number of bleeding sites for the Sonicare group
falls below the level of mild-to-moderate gingivitis established by the
study entry criteria of > 20 sites by the Week 2 visit. For the MTB
group, the number of bleeding sites only reaches this value at Week
4. Similar trends were also observed for the MGI and MPI study
endpoints, with smaller reductions for the MTB group at Week 4
than what is observed for the Sonicare group at Week 2. This indicates
that not only does the implementation of power tooth brushing effec-
tively reduce plaque to help bring patients from the transitory state
of gingivitis back to health, but can do so following a relatively short
period of use.  
Although in vitrowork and pilot studies indicated the DiamondClean

product used in the study reported here was safe on oral tissues, there
was particular attention paid in this study, the first large clinical trial
conducted using the DiamondClean brush head, on the effect of the
novel technology on dental restorations, both functional and cosmetic.
Thus, the study was designed to specifically characterize the restoration
profile for each subject, including porcelain and metal crowns, veneers,
and alloy or composite restorations. In total, there were 116 charted
restorations in the Sonicare group and 137 in the manual tooth brushing
group. As there were no subject-reported or examiner-observed events
indicating adverse effects on restorations, DiamondClean was found
safe for use in this population.
This study corroborates findings from other studies,18-21 as well the

most recent systematic review,27 in which the use of a power tooth-
brush was compared to a manual toothbrush and was shown to be
statistically superior at reducing plaque and improving the gingival
status of study subjects. As gingivitis is readily measurable and is
reversible, it is an important marker of the success of an intervention
intended to improve oral health in a meaningful way for patients.  
As the knowledge base of scientific evidence detailing the etiology

and pathology of oral and associated systemic disease expands, it is
incumbent upon the dental practitioner to engage and empower
patients with tools and information that foster success in daily plaque
management.  Beyond the physical sensation of the presence of
plaque biofilm on tooth surfaces, readily apparent to the patient,
there is a complex community of microbes that initiate a cascading
response of possible states of progression into decay and disease.
The containment of that response to health-associated states is the
goal of successful daily plaque control, and it is here where public
health, practitioner, industry, and scientific efforts must come together
to innovate and educate. Effective and meaningful therapies, in the
hands of patients at home, will be where the greatest public health
impact can occur. In such cases of innovation, randomized, controlled
clinical trials are necessary to inform the progression of evidence-
based recommendations for daily oral care.
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Figure 4. Least Squares mean (SE) for Overall MPI Score at Baseline, Week 2, Week 4

Table V
Summary Statistics, Overall Least Squares Mean (SE), 

Modified Plaque Index

Study Visit Variable MTB DiamondClean p-value

Baseline LS Mean (SE) 2.85 (0.05) 2.77 (0.05) 0.2481

Week 2 LS Mean (SE) 2.7 (0.04) 1.93 (0.04) <0.0001
Change from 
Baseline to Week 2 0.11 (0.04) 0.88 (0.04) <0.0001
%Change from 
Baseline to Week 2 3.8 (1.6) 31.4 (1.6) <0.0001

Week 4 LS Mean (SE) 2.58 (0.05) 1.84 (0.05) <0.0001
Change from 
Baseline to Week 4 0.23 (0.05) 0.96 (0.05) <0.0001
%Change from 
Baseline to Week 4 8.0 (1.7) 34.9 (1.8) <0.0001



For correspondence with the authors of this paper, contact Dr. Marcia
Delaurenti  —Marcia.Delaurenti@Philips.com.
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Introduction
The interface between a tooth, the bacteria-laden plaque that

coats and surrounds its surface, and the adjacent gingivae is a site of
dynamic activity.1 It is one of several sites in the body where the ecol-
ogy of the external environment interacts with that of the host and
is, thus, a focal point for the initiation of the communication signals
that up- and down-modulate the mediators that influence oral health
and disease.2,3

The presence of inflamed gingival tissue and gingival bleeding are
the clinically observable hallmarks of tissue in a potentially transition
state, where adequate intervention can restore health or where disease
can develop, putting the tooth at risk of eventual loss.4,5 Taking a
broader view of human health, there is mounting research that asso-
ciates an inflammatory environment in oral tissues with inflammatory
conditions elsewhere in the body.6-10

The prevention of events that have their etiology in inflammatory
processes at this interface between gingivae and teeth lies largely in
the hands of patients; their lifestyle choices, compliance to professional
intervention and recommendations, their dietary habits, and home
oral care routine all contribute to oral health status. Providing patients
with the tools to be successful in their prevention and management

efforts at home have spurred the development of a spectrum of tech-
nologies and medicaments. As a technology innovator in this space,
Philips Sonicare focused design efforts on developing a brush head
for its power toothbrush platform where the brush head benefits were
specifically targeted to help patients achieve gingival health; a very
important, symptomatically expressive site where the dynamic phys-
iology driving healthy and disease states actively happens. 

The current study was undertaken to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of the Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum and Premium plaque
control* brush head (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA, USA) in order
to assess its effects on gingival health and supragingival plaque reduc-
tion. The Premium plaque control brush head is notable in its dis-
tinction from others in the Philips Sonicare portfolio in that it was
engineered to achieve efficacy under a wide range of user-load. This
innovative brush head design is the first of its kind to use a thermo-
plastic elastomer in which free-standing tufts are molded. This enables
the bristle tufts to move freely relative to one another, such that when
one tuft is inhibited from movement by entrapment or excess force,
the neighboring tufts can still move. This creates a condition where
the brush head can be effective under load conditions that vary sig-
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Abstract
• Objective: To assess the effect of the Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque control brush head on gingival inflammation,

bleeding, and supragingival plaque reduction following a six-week period of home use compared to a manual toothbrush. 

• Methods: This was a randomized, single-blind, parallel-design clinical trial. Subjects included in the study were routine manual toothbrush
users who were generally healthy non-smokers, aged 18–65 years, with mild to moderate gingivitis. Subjects with advanced periodontal
disease, excessive gingival recession, and heavy deposits of calculus or rampant decay were excluded from the study. Eligible participants
were dispensed either Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque control brush head (PC), or an ADA Reference manual
toothbrush (MTB) for twice-daily home oral hygiene procedures for six weeks. Efficacy measures included the Lobene and Soparker
Modification of Quigley and Hein Plaque Index (MPI), the Modified Gingival Index (MGI), and Gingival Bleeding Index (GBI). Safety
was evaluated by oral examination and subject report. Efficacy and safety were assessed at Baseline, and at two and six weeks following
product home use.  

• Results: Of 154 subjects randomized, 143 subjects completed the study.  For the primary endpoint, MGI at Week 2, statistically significantly
larger reductions in MGI were observed for PC versus MTB, p < 0.0001. The adjusted mean reduction and standard error estimates (SE) for
MGI, expressed as percent reduction versus Baseline to Week 2, were 41.73% (2.00%) for PC and 7.38% (2.02%) for MTB. Statistically
significant differences were also observed for MPI and GBI at Week 2, and for all metrics at Week 6. 

• Conclusion: Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque control brush head statistically significantly reduces gingival inflammation,
gingival bleeding, and plaque following two and six weeks of home use, compared to manual tooth brushing alone.

(J Clin Dent 2017;28(Spec Iss A):A7–12)
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nificantly. This includes conditions that differ from patient to patient,
but also within the same patient where a number of factors influence
thorough coverage in a given brushing encounter. Such factors include
variation in the levels of force applied based on the hand used to
brush, the position of the toothbrush relative to an individual’s oral
anatomy, the dexterity with which the patient brushes, and the habits
borne out of years of performing this seemingly mundane task. 

In addition, the coupling of high-frequency, high-amplitude sonic
motion initiated by the Philips Sonicare drivetrain with the elastomer-
anchored bristle tufts transfers energy more effectively through the brush
head than other brush heads, thus increasing the arc of motion through
which the bristles move. As a result, the bristles sweep over an amplified
surface area, providing more contact with tooth and gum structures
during brushing. Further, this elastomer, being a softer polymer, has a
gentler in-mouth feel that users may prefer over hard plastics.

Together, these design features were intended to aid patients in
achieving a comprehensive hygiene encounter by avoiding the pitfalls
of missed spots, sites of irregular and suboptimal mechanical plaque
removal. The Premium plaque control brush head can dynamically
conform to hard and soft anatomical structures, particularly along
the gingival margin, and can still operate effectively in the presence
of complex oral anatomy or variations in user dexterity. Thus, every-
day usage of the brush head stands to impact the microenvironments
that are generally susceptible to the effects of a plaque ecology that
favors pathogenic transition as a consequence of irregular mechanical
plaque removal. As the regrowth of harmful plaque bacteria in these
microenvironments is diminished, the symptomatic expression of
gingivitis was postulated to follow suit.

Thus, the current clinical trial was conducted to evaluate whether
the Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque control
brush head achieved the desired effect of reducing plaque, with result-
ant reduction in gingival inflammation and gingival bleeding observed
in parallel. A standard of care manual toothbrush (MTB) was selected
as the control device for comparison. 
(*Note, the Premium plaque control brush head was formerly called
AdaptiveClean, and is known as Premium plaque defense in some
countries.)

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Objectives

This was a prospective, randomized, parallel, single-blind clinical
trial conducted in generally healthy volunteers aged 18–65 years old.
The study was approved by the US Investigational Review Board
(approval, U.S.IRB2015SRI/07) and was conducted in a manner
consistent with applicable US FDA statutes, ICH GCP Guidelines,
with the ethical treatment of human subjects rooted in the principles
outlined in the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.11

The primary objective of the study was to compare the effect of
brushing with Premium plaque control versus a manual toothbrush
on gingival inflammation (MGI) following a two-week period of
product home use. Secondary objectives included comparisons of
the effect of each product on MGI following six weeks of use, com-
parisons between products and their respective effects on gingival
bleeding and supragingival plaque reduction following two and six
weeks of use, and the safety of the study products.

Data were collected at three study visits: Baseline (Visit 1), Week
2 ± 2 days (Visit 2) and Week 6 ± 2 days (Visit 3). Subjects observed

a three- to six-hour plaque accumulation period prior to all study
visits. An outline of study visits with the procedures at each visit is
provided in Figure 1.

Subjects
The eligibility profile of the accepted study panel included the following

key criteria: able to voluntarily provide Informed Consent; non-smoker;
routine manual toothbrush user; Gingival Bleeding Index12 (GBI) of ≥
1 on at least 20 sites; and a minimum plaque score of ≥ 1.8 per Lobene
and Soparker Modified Plaque Index13,14 (MPI) following three to six
hours of plaque accumulation. Subjects were excluded in the event of
intercurrent illness or course of treatment that would be unduly affected
by participation in the study, use of antibiotics within four weeks of
enrollment, chronic use of prescription-dose anti-inflammatory or anti-
coagulant medication, advanced periodontal disease or excessive gingival
recession, or the presence of orthodontic hardware.

Randomization and Study Treatment Groups
Those subjects who met the eligibility profile were enrolled and ran-

domized. Subjects were randomized to one of two treatment groups;
either Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque control brush
head or an ADA reference manual toothbrush for the subsequent six-
week home use period. Randomization was balanced for gender such
that approximately equal numbers of males and females were allocated
to each treatment group. All subjects received a standard fluoride-con-
taining dentifrice to use with the assigned toothbrush, and were pro-
hibited from using interdental cleaning aids, mouth rinse, and tooth
bleaching products for the duration of the study.
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Figure 1. Study visits and the procedures at each visit. 



Efficacy and Safety Measurements  
Efficacy was evaluated by examiners trained in the visual assess-

ment of plaque and gingivitis per accepted and standard visual clinical
metrics. The examiners were blinded to the treatment allocation of
the study subjects in order to minimize bias. In this study, the following
measurement methods were utilized; Lobene and Soparker Modified
Plaque Index, the Modified Gingival Index15 (MGI), and the Gingival
Bleeding Index. Table I shows the scale and description of the asso-
ciated scores, per Index. 

Safety was assessed by oral tissue exam at each study visit and by
subject report per home diary. In the event that a subject required
dental or medical care in a context that could affect a safety or efficacy
endpoint of the study, or which put the subject at greater risk, the
participant was removed from study at the discretion of the study
investigator.  Compliance to the prescribed regimen was tracked by
use of a diary and subject interview in clinic.

Data Capture
Study data were collected on a web-based platform with pro-

grammed logic and edit-checks.   Access to the web-based system
was limited by log-in credentials that matched the study role of the
user. Applicable source document forms were utilized where necessary.
Study data were monitored to ensure accuracy of the data set prior
to any analysis. Study data were merged with the randomization
schedule after database lock.

Statistical Methods
Primary Objective and Determination of Sample Size. The primary

objective of the trial was to compare the reduction in gingivitis (MGI)
between the two study products following two weeks of use. Based
on prior studies in which Sonicare power tooth brushing was com-
pared to manual tooth brushing, it was reasonable to assume a min-
imum difference of 0.14 in MGI reduction was clinically meaningful
to differentiate the two treatments, with the common standard devi-
ation (SD) of 0.3. Given this assumption, a sample size of 74 subjects
per group would allow for approximately 80% power to detect a dif-
ference of 0.14 in MGI reduction between the two products using a
two sided t-test at a 0.05 significance level. Similarly, this sample size

would allow for detection of at least 10% difference in MGI percent
reduction between the two products, assuming that the common SD
was less than 20%.

Overall, a total of 156 subjects (78 subjects per group) were
required to be randomized with a target to complete with 148 evalu-
able subjects (74 subjects per group).
Efficacy Endpoints.  The efficacy indices, MGI, GBI, and MPI, at

each tooth site were scored using the methodology described in Table
I. A standardized collection form was used to capture these data at
each study visit. For each index, three summary scores were used as
efficacy endpoints. These included: the overall score, calculated as the
sum of scores at all evaluable sites divided by the number of evaluable
sites; reduction from Baseline, calculated as the Baseline score minus
the post baseline score; and percent reduction from Baseline, calculated
as the reduction in score divided by the Baseline score times 100.

All three summary scores were considered as continuous variables
and summarized for the whole mouth (overall) and by region of the
mouth (i.e., anterior, posterior, interproximal, and posterior inter-
proximal). Analyses were performed separately for each summary
score and for each region.
General Statistical Methods. Continuous variables were summa-

rized using the number of non-missing observations, mean, standard
deviation, median, minimum, and maximum; categorical variables
were summarized using the frequency count and the percentage of
subjects in each category. All analyses were conducted using SAS®

software (SAS Institute Inc, Cary NC, USA).
Standard subject demographics and baseline characteristics were

summarized by treatment group for all randomized subjects. For
continuous subject characteristics, means were compared between
groups using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The incidence
of categorical variables was compared using a Chi-square test. The
analysis of safety included all randomized subjects who were exposed
to either one of the treatment products.
Efficacy Analysis. The efficacy analysis was performed on the mod-

ified intent to treat (mITT) population, which included all randomized
subjects with an MGI score at Baseline and Week 2. For each efficacy
endpoint (MGI, GBI, MPI) at each follow up visit, a linear model was
used to estimate adjusted mean score, mean reduction in score, and
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Table I
Scoring Methodology for Efficacy Metrics; Plaque, Gingival Inflammation and Gingival Bleeding

No plaque Separate flecks of plaque 
at the cervical margin

Plaque covering 2/3 or more 
of the crown of the tooth

Plaque covering at least 
1/3 but less than 2/3 of the
crown of the tooth

A thin continuous band of
plaque (up to 1mm) at the
cervical margin of the tooth

A band of plaque wider than
1 mm but covering less than
1/3 of the crown of the tooth

Lobene and Soparker Modified Plaque Index, six sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 5

Absence of
inflammation

Mild inflammation, slight
change in color, little change
in texture of the marginal or
papillary gingival unit

Severe inflammation; marked
redness, edema and/or 
hypertrophy of the marginal
or papillary gingiva, 
spontaneous bleeding, 
congestion or ulceration

Mild inflammation but
involving the marginal or
papillary gingiva

Moderate inflammation; glaz-
ing, redness, edema and/or
hypertrophy of marginal or
papillary gingiva

Modified Gingival Index, four sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 N/A

No bleeding Bleeding on gently probing Bleeding appears immediately
upon gently probing

Spontaneous bleeding which
is present prior to probing

Gingival Bleeding Index, four sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 N/A N/A



mean percent reduction for each treatment group after adjusting for
the Baseline score as a covariate. Comparisons between treatment
groups were performed using an F-test.

Results
Demographics 

One hundred sixty-nine subjects were screened for the study, of
which 154 were randomized. A total of 143 subjects completed the
entire study (72 in the PC group and 71 in the MTB group). Of the
11 subjects who did not complete the study, two were removed at the
discretion of the principal investigator, two were lost to follow-up,
and seven chose to discontinue.

Of all randomized subjects, 111 (72.1%) were female and 43
(27.9%) were male. The mean (SD) age of subjects was 40.6 (11.5)
years. There were no statistical differences in age or gender between
treatment groups. Table II presents a summary of the demographics
of the randomized study subjects.

Efficacy
Modified Gingival Index. Table III presents model estimates for adjust-

ed mean MGI scores for Baseline, Week 2, and Week 6, and adjusted
mean MGI percent reduction from Baseline for the two study groups. 

At Baseline, MGI scores were balanced between the two groups.
The adjusted mean (and 95% confidence interval) scores were 2.16
(2.07, 2.26) for PC and 2.27 (2.17, 2.37) for MTB; p-value = 0.1282.

For the primary efficacy endpoint following two weeks of use, the
adjusted mean (95% CI) MGI scores were 1.32 (1.24, 1.40) for PC and
2.05 (1.98, 2.13) for MTB.

Following six weeks of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) MGI scores

were 1.23 (1.15, 1.31) for PC and 2.22 (2.14, 2.30) for MTB. A line plot
of adjusted mean percent reduction from Baseline for MGI is presented
in Figure 2. Statistical superiority was observed between PC compared
to MTB (p < 0.0001) at both Week 2 and Week 6.  
Gingival Bleeding Index. Table IV presents model estimates for adjust-

ed mean GBI scores for Baseline, Week 2, and Week 6, and adjusted
mean GBI percent reduction from Baseline for the two study groups.

At Baseline, GBI scores were balanced between the two groups. The
adjusted mean (and 95% confidence interval) scores were 0.40 (0.35,
0.45) for PC and 0.39 (0.34, 0.44) for MTB (p = 0.7934).

Following two weeks of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) GBI scores
were 0.19 (0.16, 0.22) for PC and 0.34 (0.32, 0.37) for MTB.  

At Week 6, the adjusted mean (95% CI) GBI scores were 0.15 (0.13,
0.18) for PC and 0.38 (0.35, 0.41) for MTB. Figure 3 depicts these results
for adjusted mean percent reduction from Baseline in a line plot.
Statistical superiority was observed between PC compared to MTB (p
< 0.0001) at both Week 2 and Week 6. 
Modified Plaque Index. Table V presents model estimates for adjusted

mean MPI scores for Baseline, Week 2, and Week 6, and adjusted mean
MPI percent reduction from Baseline for the two study groups.

At Baseline, MPI scores were balanced between the two groups.
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Table II
Demographic Characteristics

Characteristic Category MTB Sonicare + Premium Total p-value
Plaque Control

Age (yrs) No. Subjects 78 76 154 0.8088
Mean (SD) 40.8 (11.7) 40.4 (11.5) 40.6 (11.5)
95% CI (38.3, 43.5) (37.8, 43.0) (38.8, 42.5)
Median 42 40 40.5
Min.-Max (19, 63) (20, 64) (19, 64)

Gender Female 56 (71.8%) 55 (72.4%) 111 (72.1%) 0.9368
Male 22 (28.2%) 21 (27.6%) 43 (27.9%)

Table III
Modified Gingival Index, Adjusted Mean, Overall, at Baseline, 

Week 2, Week 6
Treatment

Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium MTB Total p-value
Plaque Control

MGI Score
Baseline Adjusted Mean (SE) 2.16 (0.05) 2.27 (0.05) -0.11 (0.07) 0.1282

95% CI (2.07, 2.26) (2.17, 2.37) (-0.24, 0.03)

Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 1.32 (0.04) 2.05 (0.04) -0.73 (0.06) <0 .0001
95% CI (1.24, 1.40) (1.98, 2.13) (-0.85, -0.62)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 1.23 (0.04) 2.22 (0.04) -0.99 (0.06) <0 .0001
95% CI (1.15, 1.31) (2.14, 2.30) (-1.11, -0.87)

% Reduction from Baseline
Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 41.73 (2.00) 7.38 (2.02) 34.35 (2.85) < 0.0001

95% CI (37.78, 45.67) (3.38, 11.37) (28.71, 39.99)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 45.79 (2.06) -0.71 (2.08) 46.50 (2.94) <0 .0001
95% CI (41.71, 49.87) (-4.82, 3.40) (40.68, 52.32)

Figure 2. Line plot of adjusted mean percent reduction in MGI by visit. Note: The
vertical bars represent adjusted mean ± standard error.

Table IV
Gingival Bleeding Index, Adjusted Mean, Overall, at Baseline, 

Week 2, Week 6
Treatment

Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium MTB Total p-value
Plaque Control

GBI Score
Baseline Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.40 (0.03) 0.39 (0.03) 0.01 (0.04) 0.7934

95% CI (0.35, 0.45) (0.34, 0.44) (-0.06, 0.08)

Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.19 (0.01) 0.34 (0.01) -0.15 (0.02) < 0.0001
95% CI (0.16, 0.22) (0.32, 0.37) (-0.19, -0.11)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.15 (0.01) 0.38 (0.01) -0.23 (0.02) <0 .0001
95% CI (0.13, 0.18) (0.35, 0.41) (-0.27, -0.19)

% Reduction from Baseline
Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 47.97 (3.72) 8.64 (3.77) 39.33 (5.29) <0 .0001

95% CI (40.62, 55.32) (1.19, 16.09) (28.86, 49.79)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 58.36 (3.55) -3.14 (3.57) 61.50 (5.03) <0 .0001
95% CI (51.34, 65.37) (-10.20, 3.92) (51.54, 71.45)



The adjusted mean (and 95% confidence interval) scores were 2.84
(2.72, 2.95) for PC and 2.90 (2.79, 3.02) for MTB (p = 0.4159).

Following two weeks of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) MPI
scores were 1.42 (1.29, 1.54) for PC and 2.77 (2.65, 2.90) for MTB.  

At Week 6, the adjusted mean (95% CI) MPI scores were 1.55
(1.41, 1.69) for PC and 2.91 (2.77, 3.05) for MTB. Figure 4 depicts
these results for adjusted mean percent reduction from Baseline in a
line plot. Statistical superiority was observed between PC compared
to MTB (p < 0.0001) at both Week 2 and Week 6.  

To evaluate the benefit of PC versus MTB on different regions of
the mouth, particularly “hard-to-reach areas,” MPI efficacy endpoints
were also analyzed by sub-region of the mouth (anterior, posterior,
interproximal, and posterior interproximal). Figures 5 and 6 depict

the boxplot for reduction from Baseline for overall and by sub-region
at Weeks 2 and 6, respectively.

Safety
Two adverse events were reported in this study. Both events

(headache and generalized muscle aches) were reported in the manual
toothbrush group and were assessed by the investigator to be mild
in severity and unlikely related to the study. There were no serious
adverse events reported.  

Discussion and Conclusions
The use of Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Premium plaque

control brush was shown to improve gingival health, per MGI, signif-
icantly better than a manual toothbrush control within two weeks of
use. This effect was sustained, with a continuing trend of reduction
observed for both tissue inflammation (MGI) and tissue bleeding (GBI)
metrics at Week 6. Similar clinical effects were observed in the assessment
of plaque reduction, with the power toothbrush demonstrating a sig-
nificant difference as early as two weeks, and sustained at six weeks.
The results observed in this study further corroborate the evidence base
that powered tooth brushing is superior to manual tooth brushing in
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Figure 3. Line plot of adjusted mean percent reduction in GBI by visit. Note: The 
vertical bars represent adjusted mean ± standard error.

Figure 4. Line plot of adjusted mean percent reduction in MPI by visit. Note: the 
vertical bars represent adjusted mean ± standard error.

Table V
Modified Plaque Index, Adjusted Mean, Overall, at Baseline, 

Week 2, Week 6

Treatment
Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium MTB Total p-value

Plaque Control

MPI Score
Baseline Adjusted Mean (SE) 2.84 (0.06) 2.90 (0.06) -0.07 (0.08) 0.4159

95% CI (2.72, 2.95) (2.79, 3.02) (-0.23, 0.10)

Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 1.42 (0.06) 2.77 (0.06) -1.36 (0.09) <0 .0001
95% CI (1.29, 1.54) (2.65, 2.90) (-1.54, -1.18)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 1.55 (0.07) 2.91 (0.07) -1.36 (0.10) <0 .0001
95% CI (1.41, 1.69) (2.77, 3.05) (-1.55, -1.16)

% Reduction from Baseline
Week 2 Adjusted Mean (SE) 50.59 (2.19) 3.08 (2.22) 47.51 (3.12) <0 .0001

95% CI (46.26, 54.92) (-1.31, 7.47) (41.34, 53.68)

Week 6 Adjusted Mean (SE) 46.55 (2.46) -1.58 (2.48) 48.12 (3.50) <0 .0001
95% CI (41.68, 51.42) (-6.48, 3.33) (41.20, 55.05)

Figure 5. Boxplot for Modified Plaque Index, reduction from Baseline to Week 2, 
by region. Note: the “Post-Inter” label refers to the “Posterior Interproximal” 
sub-region.

Figure 6. Boxplot for Modified Plaque Index, reduction from Baseline to Week 6, 
by region. Note: The “Post-Inter” label refers to the “Posterior Interproximal” 
sub-region.



reducing plaque and gingivitis.16-20

The observable clinical expression of gingivitis, inflamed tissue and
bleeding, is where a practitioner’s clinical focus can have an important
impact on a patient’s oral health. This includes appropriate intervention
in the clinical setting, but also in helping patients optimize their home
care regime where the opportunity to achieve and maintain oral health
is in the hands of patients. The coupling of the high-frequency, high-
amplitude mode of action of the Philips Sonicare drive train to the
innovative design of the Premium plaque control brush head is a highly
effective means of targeting this problem. 

Indeed, the insight that drove the design of the Premium plaque
control product came from dental professionals themselves. A common
refrain in queries to the profession about how technology can improve
the home care regime of patients is the everyday clinical observation
that patients often have missed spots that lead to short- and long-term
problems. In spite of education and recommendations to improve home
care habits, patients return to the clinic with the same problem sites
from visit to visit.

Thus was borne the proposition for a brush head that specifically
adapted to both a patient’s dental anatomy and technique, in order to
target those missed spots that harbor plaque. As plaque ages, the eco-
logical profile and associated mediators within begin to exhibit more
disease-associated characteristics, and the tissues surrounding tooth
structures respond accordingly.21 By introducing a Philips Sonicare
power toothbrush plus Premium plaque control brush head, the prob-
lems initiated in those missed areas stand to steadily improve. As plaque
regrowth is regularly limited by effective mechanical removal, so too
are the local sequelae of inflammation and bleeding in the corresponding
gingivae. In reaching into problematic plaque micro-environments, the
Premium plaque control brush head affords the patient an opportunity
to achieve and maintain optimal oral health.
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Introduction
Tooth brushing is an essential means of maintaining good oral

hygiene. While many individuals still rely on using manual tooth-
brushes, powered toothbrushing continues to increase in popularity.
While manual toothbrushing can be effective, it requires skillful use
and adequate duration to achieve sustained results. Powered tooth-
brushes have been adopted by consumers and endorsed by dental
professionals as a more convenient and effective way of cleaning
teeth due to a number of features, including automated bristle move-
ment, ergonomic grips, and integrated timers to achieve the recom-
mended two minutes of brushing. 
Whether powered brushing is superior to manual brushing has

been subject to controversy, as studies have demonstrated conflicting
results, in part depending on such factors as study design, evaluated
toothbrushes, and selected patient population. Powered toothbrushes
operate with a variety of modes of action with which the bristles
move, and this has been considered an important discriminator for
their effectiveness.1

In 1992, a new type of powered toothbrush was introduced,
Sonicare Advance,2,3 with the principal and novel feature being a dis-
tinctively different mode of action compared to the then prevailing
counter-rotating and oscillating-rotating principles.4,5 This novel mode
was coined a ‘sonic’ motion, referring to the patented high-frequency,
high-amplitude, side-to-side motion of the bristles said to create a

bristle tip velocity in excess of 2.0 m/s to render sufficient fluid dynamic
activity for enhanced plaque removal.6

In effect, this sonic motion was characterized by a side-to-side
bristle movement with a high frequency of over 150 Hz and a high
amplitude of over 1.5 mm, with Sonicare toothbrushes typically
operating at around 250 Hz and > 2 mm amplitude. This principle
has been used in consecutive models of the Sonicare powered tooth-
brush,3,7,8 and notably also with the Waterpik Sensonic/Sonic Speed
and the Oral-B Sonic Complete.9,10

This rapid sonic motion was demonstrated to create a strong
enough fluid dynamic effect able to dislodge and remove plaque bac-
teria in vitro up to 4 mm beyond the reach of the bristle tips in hard
to reach places,11-17 to remove plaque and reduce gingivitis more effec-
tively than manual toothbrushes,9,18-20 and to be safe to use on natural
and restorative dental materials.21-25

While many individual studies have been conducted comparing
the clinical efficacy of these sonic powered toothbrushes to manual
and other powered toothbrushes, no comprehensive assessment of
their efficacy has been reported to date, except for a well-recognized
systematic review from the Cochrane collaboration.1 This review,
however, included sonic toothbrushes in the broader category of all
side-to-side moving toothbrushes, including those operating with a
low-amplitude and/or a low-frequency motion.26,27 Therefore, the
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Abstract

• Objective: Evaluate the short-term clinical efficacy of high-frequency, high-amplitude sonic powered toothbrushes compared to manual
toothbrushes on plaque removal and gingivitis reduction in everyday use through a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials.

• Methods: Embase, MEDLINE, BIOSIS, Inspec, PQ SciTech, Compendex, SciSearch and IADR abstracts databases were searched. Eligible
were clinical trials comparing at least one manual to one sonic powered toothbrush on plaque or gingivitis reduction over four weeks to
three months in subjects without disability that could affect tooth brushing. Two authors selected and extracted data from eligible studies.
When insufficient information was available, researchers were contacted. Data were pooled using random-effects models to compute
standardized mean differences (SMD) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) quantifying differences in plaque or gingivitis reduction. Risk
for bias and sources of heterogeneity were assessed.

• Results:The combined results of 18 studies comprising 1,870 subjects showed that sonic powered toothbrushes had statistically significantly
greater plaque removal (SMD = -0.89, 95%CI = [-1.27, -0.51]) and gingivitis reduction (-0.67, [-1.01, -0.32]). Heterogeneity was large and
bias was not apparent.

• Conclusion:High-frequency, high-amplitude sonic powered toothbrushes decreased plaque and gingivitis significantly more effectively than
manual toothbrushes in everyday use in studies lasting up to three months.

(J Clin Dent 2017;28(Spec Iss A):A13–28)
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objective of the  study reported here was to conduct a meta-analysis
of randomized controlled trials on the clinical efficacy of high-fre-
quency, high-amplitude sonic powered toothbrushes compared to
manual toothbrushes on plaque removal and gingivitis reduction in
everyday use.

Materials and Methods
No review protocol was registered, yet our approach was compa-

rable to that of the Cochrane collaboration,1 and we have adhered
to the PRISMA guidelines for reporting meta-analyses.28

Study Selection
This meta-analysis was constrained to randomized controlled

clinical trials comparing manual with high-amplitude, high-frequency,
side-to-side powered toothbrushes (further referred to as sonic tooth-
brushes, for brevity). All other toothbrushes operating with a low-
amplitude and/or a low-frequency side-to-side motion were excluded.
Included studies had to represent everyday use over a period of at
least four weeks and up to three months, and report dental plaque
and gingivitis outcomes. Single-use and clinician-supervised studies
were excluded as these were not considered representative of everyday
use. Trials were excluded if they had combined interventions (e.g.,
brushing and flossing), but trials that allowed participants to continue
with their usual oral hygiene steps, such as flossing and tongue clean-
ing, were included. Also included were studies with participants of
any age and who had no reported impairment that might affect tooth
brushing, as well as studies with participants with orthodontic appli-
ances or with dental implants. The primary outcome measures were
quantified scores of plaque or gingivitis, or both. However, plaque
scores measured after participants had been instructed or permitted
to brush their teeth at the assessment visit were not eligible. Where
multiple gingivitis measures were reported, compound indices com-
bining tissue color and bleeding (e.g., GI, MGI) over bleeding-focused
indices (e.g., BOP, GBI) were used for data analysis.

Search Strategy 
A combined search in seven databases comprising biomedical

(Embase, MEDLINE), biology and life sciences (BIOSIS), science
and technology (Inspec, PQ SciTech), and engineering (Compendex)
publications, and the science citation index (SciSearch) was per-
formed. In addition, the electronic database of abstracts from con-
ferences of the International Association for Dental Research
(IADR), as these are primary venues where investigators disseminate
the results of their clinical research on toothbrushes, were also
searched. This database (www.iadr.org) lists abstracts published
since 2001. Two searches were performed. The broad first search
looked for publications including a manual and a powered tooth-
brush of any kind used in a clinical study. A wide range of synonyms
was used including “conventional” and “traditional” for manual
toothbrushes, and “mechanic” and “rechargeable” for powered
toothbrushes. The narrow second search aimed to complement the
first search by selecting only additional publications with branded
sonic toothbrushes, such as Sonicare or Sonic Complete, in a clinical
study. Supplementary Material Number 1 summarizes the keywords
used in these searches (note that all Supplementary Material cited
in this article are available by request from the corresponding author).

Initial searches were completed on February 16, 2016 and finally
updated on August 8, 2016.

Screening and Data Extraction
Two authors (AR & OD) independently screened all titles to elim-

inate those clearly not comparing a manual and a powered toothbrush
in a clinical study, then reviewed the remaining abstracts to exclude
records that did not meet the study selection parameters described
above. For the remaining records, the full paper was assessed using
the same criteria, such that only eligible publications remained. They
then assessed these papers independently using a common data extrac-
tion form to capture essential information. Disagreements were
resolved by discussion with a third author (MdJ). Authors of eligible
publications were approached when reported data were incomplete
to obtain sufficiently complete records for the quantitative meta-
analysis.

Data Analysis and Statistics
In these studies, outcomes for plaque or gingivitis were reported

using a variety of clinical indices. To enable statistical comparisons,
outcomes were converted into standardized summary measures before
combining those using random-effects models. This was accomplished
by calculating standardized mean differences (SMDs) and corre-
sponding 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI)1 which signify the dif-
ference between the sonic and manual toothbrushes for each study
individually, as well as for all studies combined. An SMD <0 or SMD
>0 indicates a greater reduction in favor of the sonic or manual tooth-
brush, respectively. This reduction is considered statistically significant
(p < 0.05) when the 95% CI excludes the zero-point. To calculate
SMDs, the number of subjects (n), and the mean and standard devi-
ation (SD) of plaque and gingivitis outcomes at the final visit for
both study groups were needed. When a standard error (SE) was
reported, it was simply converted to SD using SD=SE*SQRT(n);
when median and interquartile ranges were provided, these were
recalculated following Luo, et al.29 and Wan, et al.30

Risk of bias across studies was assessed by inspecting the symmetry
of a “funnel plot” depicting the SE versus the SMD of all studies.
Additionally, heterogeneity of study outcomes was evaluated, and
subgroup and sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the effect
of variations in study characteristics on outcomes and heterogeneity.
The meta-analysis and generation of forest and funnel plots were

performed with the Stata software module metan.31,32

Results
Both Figure 1 and Supplementary Material Number 2 summarize

the study selection for both searches. The combined search in seven
publication databases provided 450 titles. After screening the titles for
relevance, i.e., suggestive of comparing toothbrushes on plaque or
gingivitis in a clinical study, 214 abstracts remained of which only 30
were retained as possibly eligible for inclusion in the meta-analysis
after review. Full paper review excluded another 15 papers, leaving
15 eligible papers. Of these 15 papers, three were excluded from the
quantitative analysis; one because data were incomplete and the
authors could no longer provide required data,33 another because the
powered toothbrush model was not specified and the authors did not
respond to our request for information,34 and a final study was not
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included since it only provided data at 12 months.35 Thus, from this
search, 12 studies could be included in the meta-analysis.18,20,36–45

The search in the IADR database of conference abstracts yielded
651 records, 13 of which were retained as eligible after successive
screening steps. None of these studies were published as full papers.
After reviewing these 13 abstracts, five were excluded since the authors
did not respond to our inquiries for additional information: two
abstracts about the same study on patients with implants did not
report usable plaque or gingivitis data,46,47 another two abstracts
reported incomplete data,48,49 and the fifth abstract did not specify
the type of powered toothbrush used in the study.50 Eventually, eight

eligible abstracts remained with sufficient data to include in the meta-
analysis.51–58

In summary, of 1,101 records retrieved, 20 studies qualified and
provided sufficient data for inclusion in the meta-analysis to specifically
compare the efficacy of sonic powered toothbrushes against manual
toothbrushes on plaque removal or gingivitis reduction over a period
of four weeks to three months. Table I lists these studies. Most studies
included adults, three studies had adolescents with orthodontic brack-
ets, and a further three studies selected subjects to evaluate plaque
and gingivitis reduction around implants, of which only one study
reported data for natural teeth separately. Therefore, rather than

Figure 1. Study selection flow chart.
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excluding these implant studies for not being generalizable, we ana-
lyzed them separately for comparative efficacy around implants.
Publication dates ranged from 1994 through 2016. Key data extracted
for the meta-analysis included the number of subjects for each tooth-
brush group with the corresponding plaque or gingivitis scores (mean
and standard deviation), and study duration. Annex 1 summarizes
each included study in detail. 
Overall, 18 studies with a total of 1,870 subjects were combined,

of which one study reported only data on plaque removal and another
only on gingivitis reduction, thus yielding 17 studies for both compar-
isons. Figure 2 (left panel) demonstrates that sonic powered tooth-
brushes yielded a significantly greater amount of plaque reduction
compared to manual toothbrushes, reporting an SMD = -0.89 and

95% CI = [-1.27, -0.51]. Similarly, Figure 2 (right panel) shows a sig-
nificantly larger reduction in gingivitis scores for sonic toothbrushes
relative to manual ones, with SMD = -0.67 and 95% CI = [-1.01, -0.32].
Study heterogeneity was large in both analyses at 93% and 91%,

respectively. Funnel plots, shown in Figure 3, depict the SMD and its
SE for the individual studies as a means to visualize possible bias in
(smaller) studies when there is asymmetry in the results. Overall, bias
does not appear to be present, despite one smaller study on 24 ortho-
dontic adolescents being included38 (displayed in the lower left-hand
corner of the graphs). To examine the influence on overall outcomes
of this study and other studies, sensitivity was investigated by excluding
this study, the one study focused on Sonic Complete,51 and all “non-
typical” studies, that is, those which included orthodontic or implant

Figure 2. Results and forest plots for each study with Standardized Mean Difference (SMD) and 95% Confidence Intervals (95%CI) comparing sonic powered versus manual toothbrushes for
(top) plaque removal and (bottom) gingivitis reduction. SMD<0 favors the powered toothbrush. ‘N’ refers to number of subjects, ‘mean’ is the mean plaque or gingivitis score, and ‘SD’ the
corresponding standard deviation. ‘Weight’ is the respective weight attributed to each study in the overall assessment using random-effects model.
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subjects,36,38,42,53 reported incomplete data39,45 or used a three-minute
brushing period.58 Excluding these studies, however, did not appreciably
reduce heterogeneity or affect the overall outcomes (Table II).
Additionally, subgroup analyses were performed with one group includ-
ing the obsoleted initial ‘Sonicare Advance’ models (five studies) and
the other group including more recent Sonicare models (12 studies;
Table II). In the first group, SMDs and heterogeneity were reduced,
but a larger 95% CI resulted to the effect that no significant differences
over manual toothbrushes could be detected. In contrast, for the second
group, outcomes relative to manual toothbrushes improved somewhat.
For data on efficacy around implants, three studies with 149 sub-

jects were analyzed separately.36,41,43 Results show that while sonic
toothbrushes appeared to perform better on average, no statistically
significant differences were obtained when comparing the efficacy
between sonic and manual toothbrushes in removing plaque (SMD
= -0.36, 95% CI = [-1.02, 0.30]) or reducing gingival inflammation
(SMD = -0.32, 95% CI = [-0.76, 0.12]) around implants (see
Supplementary material 3).

Discussion
Overall, this meta-analysis demonstrated a greater ability for sonic

powered toothbrushes to remove plaque and reduce gingivitis com-
pared to manual toothbrushes in everyday use in studies ranging
from four weeks to three months duration. Studies were selected via
an extensive database search of published papers, as well as a focused
search in the electronic database of abstracts from IADR conferences.
Our results confirm the validity of this approach since the IADR
search revealed an additional 13 eligible studies which were not pub-
lished as formal papers, of which eight could be included in the meta-
analysis. Where necessary, authors of papers and abstracts were con-

tacted with a request for complementary data.
Strengths of our approach include: the comprehensive literature

search which included data from studies not published as full papers
but retrieved initially as IADR abstracts; the focus on a singular (i.e.,
high-frequency, high-amplitude sonic) mode of action of powered
toothbrushes; and the relatively large pool of included studies, includ-
ing nearly 1,900 adult and adolescent subjects with a variety of oral
conditions (gingivitis, periodontitis, implants, and orthodontic appli-
ances), thus making the outcomes generalizable to normal use in an
everyday population across the spectrum of oral health and disease.
Limitations may include the following. First, the short-term focus

(up to three months) due to a paucity of longer-term studies with
sonic toothbrushes. We found only four long-term studies, of which
two also reported three-month data that were included in our assess-
ment.36,43 One six-month study concluded in favor of sonic toothbrushes
in patients with dental implants,43 two 12-month studies revealed no
significant differences between the evaluated toothbrushes in patients
with gingival recession or dental implants, respectively,35,36 and a further
study on implant patients reported outcomes in favor of sonic tooth-
brushes up to a period of 48 months.46,47 Overall, this suggests further
long-term studies are required in representative populations. 
Second, the exclusion of three out of 23 eligible short-term studies

due to lack of reported data and inability to obtain further informa-
tion might have introduced selection bias. This appears unlikely, since
two studies concluded in favor of Sonicare Elite48 and Waterpik
Sensonic,49 respectively, and one study found no significant difference
for the Waterpik Sonic Speed.33

A third limitation may be the large heterogeneity among the studies.
This, however, is not uncommon in meta-analyses and, possibly, is
even unavoidable due to the inherent variety associated with these
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Table I
Key Characteristics of Included Studies

Powered Manual Plaque Gingival Final
Nr. Reference Subjects Toothbrush Toothbrush Index Index Timepoint

1 Johnson 1994 Adults with gingivitis, 20-54 yrs Sonicare Advance Oral-B 30 TQH A&B 4 weeks
2 O’Beirne 1996 Adults with periodontitis, 18-65 yrs Sonicare Advance Oral-B n/a L&S 8 weeks
3 Tritten 1996 Adults with gingivitis, 18-65 yrs Sonicare Advance Butler 311 TQH L&S 12 weeks
4 Ho 1997 Orthodontic adolescents, 11-18 yrs Sonicare Advance Oral-B P 35 S&L L&S 4 weeks
5 Yankell 1997 Adults, 18-50 yrs Sonicare Advance Oral-B P 35 TQH L&S 30 days
6 Nunn 2004 Adults, 18-68 yrs Sonicare Crest IntelliClean Oral-B P 35 TQH n/a 4 weeks
7 Cronin 2005 Not specified Oral-B Sonic Complete not provided TQH L&S 3 months
8 Chae 2007 Adults with mild-moderate periodontitis, 25-55 yrs Sonicare Elite Butler 311 S&L L&S 12 weeks
9 Holt 2007 Adults with moderate gingivitis, 18-64 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Oral-B P40 S&L L&S 4 weeks
10 Moritis 2008 Adults with moderate gingivitis, 19-62 yrs Sonicare Elite Oral-B P40 S&L L&S 4 weeks
11 DeLaurenti 2008 Orthodontic subjects, 12-42 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Oral-B P40 TQH L&S 4 weeks
12 DeLaurenti 2012 Adults with mild-moderate gingivitis, 20-70 yrs Sonicare FlexCare+ ADA reference TQH MGI 4 weeks
13 DeLaurenti 2013 Adults with mild-moderate gingivitis, 18-64 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Platinum ADA reference TQH MGI 4 weeks
14 Swierkot 2013* Partially edentulous with posterior implants, 45-78 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Oral-B P40 S&L L&S 3 months
15 Ward 2013 Adults with mild-moderate gingivitis, 18-65 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Platinum ADA reference TQH MGI 4 weeks
16 Zingler 2014 Orthodontic adolescents, 11-15 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Elmex TQH PBI 12 weeks
17 Argosino 2015 Adults with mild-moderate gingivitis, 18-64 yrs Sonicare 3-series ADA reference TQH MGI 4 weeks
18 Ward 2016 Adults with mild-moderate gingivitis, 19-64 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Platinum ADA reference TQH MGI 6 weeks

Implant studies
14 Swierkot 2013* Partially edentulous with posterior implants, 45-78 yrs Sonicare FlexCare Oral-B P40 S&L L&S 3 months
19 Wolff 1998 Adults with implant restorations, 21-73 yrs Sonicare Advance Crest Complete S&L L&S 12 weeks
20 Lee 2015 Implant patients with peri-implant mucositis, 27-75 yrs Sonicare DiamondClean Butler GUM 311 mPI mSBI 2 months

TQH = Turesky-modified Quigley & Hein plaque index, S&L = Silness & Löe plaque index, mPI = modified plaque index, A&B = Ainamo and Bay gingival index, L&S = Löe & Silness 
gingival index, MGI = modified gingival index, PBI = papillary bleeding index, mSBI = modified sulcus bleeding index. (*Study reported data for natural teeth and implant sites separately.)



types of clinical studies. This variety may be due to the diversity of
designs of powered and manual toothbrushes and their continued
evolution over time, and variations in study designs, in particular the
choice of clinical indices, subject characteristics, and study duration.
Our sensitivity and subgroup analysis did not yield further insights
into possible causes for heterogeneity in this meta-analysis.
Nevertheless, to reduce heterogeneity, greater uniformity in study
design may be achieved in following the recommendations of
Robinson, et al.59

Our approach was comparable to the one advocated by the
Cochrane collaboration in their systematic reviews of powered tooth-
brushes.1,60 Our approach differed in that we focused specifically on
high-frequency high-amplitude sonic powered toothbrushes, as a rel-
evant and distinctive subset of the more generic side-to-side category

recognized by the Cochrane collaboration. It is therefore interesting
to compare our outcomes specifically with the most recent Cochrane
results1 on side-to-side, as well as oscillating-rotating toothbrushes,
the latter being the other prevailing mode of action in powered tooth-
brushes to date. Table III and Supplementary Material 4 show this
comparison and illustrate that sonic-only, as well as oscillating-rotat-
ing, but not side-to-side toothbrushes, achieved significantly greater
reductions over manual toothbrushes. Another relevant assessment
can be made now in statistically comparing sonic versus oscillating-
rotating toothbrushes using manual toothbrush as the generic control.
It followed that results were suggestive of a favorable effect for sonic
over oscillating-rotating toothbrushes for plaque removal (p = 0.10)
and comparable for gingivitis reduction (p = 0.41; Annex 2). This
result indicates that both modes of operation confer a comparable

Table III
Comparing Outcomes of This Study with Results for Other Modalities as Reported by Yaacob, et al.1

Modality Nr of Studies Nr of Subjects SMD 95%CI p-value I2 Source

Plaque Removal
Sonic 17 1830 -0.89 [-1.27, -0.51] p < 0.001 93% This paper
Side-to-side 7 570 -0.27 [-0.77, 0.23] p = 0.29 87% Cochrane analysis 2.1
Rotating-oscillating 20 1404 -0.53 [-0.74, -0.31] p < 0.001 72% Cochrane analysis 4.1

Gingivitis Reduction
Sonic 17 1688 -0.67 [-1.01, -0.32] p < 0.001 91% This paper
Side-to-side 9 795 -0.32 [-0.81, 0.17] p = 0.20 90% Cochrane analysis 2.2
Rotating-oscillating 21 1479 -0.49 [-0.73, -0.26] p < 0.001 78% Cochrane analysis 4.2
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Figure 3. Funnel plots for (left) plaque and (right) gingivitis outcomes showing SMD and standard error (se) of SMD with 95% pseudo confidence intervals to identify apparent study out-
liers through assymetry in results.

Table II
Sensitivity and Subgroup Analysis with Effect on Outcomes and Heterogeneity (I2)

Plaque Removal Gingivitis Reduction
Studies* n SMD 95%CI p-value I2 n SMD 95%CI p-value I2

Overall analysis 1830 -0.89 [-1.27, -0.51] < 0.0001 93.0% 1688 -0.67 [-1.01, -0.32] < 0.001 91.0%

Sensitivity Analyses Excluded
Apparent outlier 4 1806 -0.80 [-1.18, -0.42] < 0.0001 93.0% 1664 -0.60 [-0.94, -0.25] < 0.001 91.1%
Non-Sonicare study 7 1721 -0.93 [-1.33, -0.52] < 0.0001 93.2% 1579 -0.70 [-1.06, -0.33] < 0.001 91.4%
All non-typical studies 2,4,6,11,14,16,18 1259 -0.92 [-1.36, -0.49] < 0.0001 92.2% 1259 -0.65 [-0.98, -0.32] < 0.001 87.4%

Subgroup Analyses Included
Only Sonicare Advance 1-5 182 -0.74 [-1.67, 0.18] 0.12 87.6% 222 -0.47 [-1.03, 0.09] 0.10 74.8%
Only later Sonicare models 6, 8-18 1539 -0.99 [-1.43, -0.54] < 0.0001 93.9% 1357 -0.77 [-1.21, -0.33] < 0.001 93.3%

*Study numbers refer to Table I.



clinical advantage over manual toothbrushing. This corroborates
the general conclusion from the Cochrane report that “powered
toothbrushes reduce plaque and gingivitis more than manual tooth
brushing in the short and long term,”1 yet seemingly contradicts
another Cochrane review that compared powered toothbrushes60

and concluded “that rotation-oscillation brushes reduce plaque and
gingivitis more than side-to-side brushes in the short term.” By focus-
ing on sonic brushing as a separate mode of action, our analysis
demonstrated that this conclusion does not apply to side-to-side
toothbrushes using a high-amplitude, high-frequency bristle motion.
A useful method to interpret SMDs in terms of plaque and gin-

givitis reduction is to refer to studies with a comparable SMD/CI.1

For plaque reduction (SMD = -0.89), the nearest larger studies with
a representative population would be either Moritis, et al.,37 albeit
with a slight underestimate (SMD = -0.61) or Argosino, et al.,56 with
a slight overestimate (SMD = -1.33), which reported that the manual
toothbrush had, respectively, 16% and 24% more plaque remaining
at the final time point of evaluation. Concurrently, for gingivitis
reduction (SMD = -0.67), the results are comparable to Moritis, et
al.37 (SMD = -0.64), which showed that manual toothbrushes had
11% higher gingivitis levels at study conclusion. Therefore, this analysis
indicates that sonic tooth brushing yielded about 10% to 20% greater
improvements in clinical outcomes indicative for oral health.
In conclusion, this meta-analysis of 18 short-term studies, encom-

passing nearly 1,900 subjects, demonstrated a significantly greater
ability of high-frequency, high-amplitude sonic powered toothbrushes
to remove plaque and reduce gingivitis in everyday use in an everyday
population when compared to manual toothbrushes. This provides
clinicians with sound evidence on which to base their recommenda-
tions to patients.
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Details of Included Studies (in Chronological Order)

Study Johnson 1994

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 53 subjects with 2 drop outs and 8 with missed visits.  

Participants USA, adult, ≥ 20 teeth, Löe and Silness gingival index ≥ 1.5 on Ramfjord teeth, no medical conditions, 20 to 54 years
(18M, 33F).

Interventions Sonicare Advance versus Oral-B 30, 2 minutes twice daily. Instructions. Timer supplied.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index on all sites, Ainamo and Bay gingival index (A&B) and sulcular
bleeding index on Ramfjord teeth at baseline, 1, 2, 4 weeks. Soft tissue trauma “abnormalities” 7 sites in 6 subjects for
manual and 10 sites in 7 subjects for powered.

Notes Manufacturer funded.
Data from post-brushing evaluation used in analysis.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (A&B)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 24 1.86 0.54 24 1.38 0.60 24 1.47 0.17 24 1.26 0.18

Oral-B 30 19 1.71 0.50 19 1.56 0.37 19 1.58 0.16 19 1.28 0.21

Annex 1
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Study Tritten 1996

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 12 weeks, 60 subjects with 4 drop outs.

Participants USA, adults 22 to 59 years (32M, 28F), GI >1.5 (on Ramfjord teeth), no PD>5mm, dental hospital patients, no profes-
sional cleaning previous 3 months, minimum 20 teeth, no previous periodontal treatment and not pregnant.

Interventions Sonicare Advance versus Butler #311, 2 minutes twice daily. Instructions. Timer supplied.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index all teeth; Löe and Silness gingival index and bleeding on probing on
Ramfjord teeth; recorded at baseline, 1, 2, 4, 12 weeks. Gingival abrasion seen in five manual and one powered brush
subjects.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
Abstain from oral hygiene 12-14h for pre-brushing evaluations.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 12 Baseline Week 12

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 29 2.70 0.57 29 2.14 0.39 29 1.40 0.10 29 1.12 0.24

Butler 311 27 2.73 0.60 27 2.21 0.29 27 1.41 0.16 27 1.19 0.21
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Study O’Beirne 1996

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 8 weeks, 40 subjects, drop outs unclear.

Participants USA, adults with periodontal inflammation, ≥ 20 teeth and received periodontal treatment (but not within 30 days of
participation), 32 to 64 years (22M, 18F).  

Interventions Sonicare Advance versus Oral B manual, 2 minutes twice daily. Instructions. Timer supplied.

Outcome measures Löe and Silness gingival index (L&S), Barnett papillary bleeding index at baseline, 2, 4, 8 weeks, at three test sites (with
PD 5-7 mm). Whole mouth recording PD. Minor gingival trauma seen in one participant in each group.

Notes Partly funded by manufacturer.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline Week 8

n.a. n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 20 1.80 0.27 20 0.43 0.36

Oral-B 20 1.75 0.45 20 0.53 0.49

Study Ho 1997

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, n 24, drop outs unclear.

Participants USA, orthodontic patients, with fixed orthodontic appliances, 11 to 17 years (12M, 12F), GI > 2, no medical 
conditions.

Interventions Sonicare Advance versus Oral-B P35, 2 minutes twice daily. Instructions. Timer supplied.

Outcome measures Löe and Silness gingival index, Silness and Löe plaque index, bleeding on probing on 6 sites per bonded tooth at base-
line and 4 weeks.

Notes Manufacturer funded.
No pre-examination instructions reported.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 12 2.65 0.38 12 1.15 0.17 12 2.00 0.00 12 1.42 0.27

Oral-B P35 12 2.58 0.33 12 2.33 0.44 12 2.02 0.07 12 1.96 0.14



Study Nunn 2004

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 200 subjects with 18 drop outs.

Participants USA, adults, 18-68 years (71M, 111F), ≥ 20 teeth, plaque index ≥ 1.8, no medical problems affecting oral health, no
severe gingivitis or periodontitis, no oral treatment needs.  

Interventions Sonicare Crest IntelliClean versus Oral-B 35 indicator manual. Detailed instructions, twice daily for 2 minutes. No
other oral hygiene aids. Use of timer not stated.

Outcome measures Pre-brush Turesky-modified Quigley & Hein plaque index at baseline and 4 weeks, safety, questionnaire.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
14-20 hours of plaque accumulation.
Crest liquid toothpaste for IntelliClean and Crest Cavity Gel for manual brush had same concentration of active 
ingredient sodium fluoride.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n.a.
IntelliClean 93 2.44 0.42 93 2.22 0.60

Oral-B Indicator 35 89 2.44 0.36 89 2.44 0.42
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Study Yankell 1997

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 30 days, n 128 with 13 drop outs.

Participants USA, adults, 18 to 50 years, > 18 teeth, no current orthodontic bands, no medical problems.

Interventions Rowenta Plaque Dentacontrol Plus versus Sonicare Advance versus Braun Oral-B Ultra versus Oral-B P35, 2 min
twice daily. Timer specified for powered.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index, Eastman bleeding index and Löe and Silness (Lobene) gingival
index on Ramfjord teeth at baseline, days 15 and 30. No soft tissue changes reported.

Notes Participants asked to refrain from brushing 10 to 16 hours before evaluation.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline Day 30 Baseline Day 30

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 31 2.69 0.46 31 2.720 0.44 31 2.280 0.22 31 2.130 0.20

Oral-B P35 28 2.56 0.51 28 2.660 0.44 28 2.300 0.35 28 2.140 0.32

Study Cronin 2005

Design RCT, parallel, 3 months, 109 subjects completed.

Participants No data provided in abstract.

Interventions Oral-B Sonic Complete versus manual, same toothpaste.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley & Hein plaque index, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, safety.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
12-18 hours of plaque accumulation.
Information retrieved from IADR abstract and study summary leaflet from manufacturer
(http://www.dentalcare.com/media/en-US/research_db/pdf/sonic/cronin_933.pdf).

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline 3 Months Baseline 3 Months

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonic Complete 58 2.96 0.42 58 2.45 0.57 58 1.21 0.10 58 1.14 0.09

Manual (not specified) 51 2.92 0.46 51 2.65 0.46 51 1.20 0.09 51 1.16 0.10



Study Holt 2007 

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 179 subjects with 4 drop outs.  

Participants UK, adults, 18-64 years (33M, 146F), non-smokers, ≥ 20 teeth, GI ≥ 2.0 at ≥ 20 sites, PI ≥ 0.8, no oral treatment needs,
no severe gingivitis or periodontitis.  

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare versus Oral-B P40 manual. Twice daily for 2 minutes. Same toothpaste. No other oral hygiene aids.
Detailed instructions. Compliance diary. Use of timer not stated.

Outcome measures Silness & Löe plaque index, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, safety, compliance; measured at baseline, 2, 4 weeks. 

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation.
4 week PI & GI (mean and SD) scores extracted from clinical study report.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare FlexCare 87 1.84 0.15 87 1.02 0.19 87 1.45 0.14 87 1.03 0.12  

Oral-B P40 88 1.79 0.17 88 1.10 0.19 88 1.42 0.15 88 1.04 0.11  
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Study Chae 2007

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 12 weeks, 82 subjects completed.  

Participants South Korea, adults, 25-55 yrs, medically healthy, ≥ 20 teeth, PI ≥ 0.5, G I≥1, slight-moderate periodontitis (≥ 3 sites
with 4-6 mm PPD, 1-4 mm AL, BOP) 

Interventions Sonicare Elite versus Butler #311, 2 minutes twice daily. Instructions. Use of timer not stated.

Outcome measures Silness & Löe plaque index, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, probing pocket depth, bleeding on probing; whole mouth
recording at baseline, 1,4,12 weeks.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
No pre-examination instructions reported.
Information retrieved from IADR abstract and corresponding poster.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline Week 12 Baseline Week 12

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Elite 52 1.38 0.33 52 0.64 0.37 52 1.33 0.29 52 0.65 0.40  
Regular manual 30 1.45 0.31 30 1.12 0.37 30 1.45 0.28 30 1.14 0.40  

Study Moritis 2008 

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 180 subjects with 12 drop outs.  

Participants UK, adults, 19-62 years (26M, 142F), non-smokers, ≥ 20 teeth, moderate gingival inflammation (GI ≥ 2.0 at ≥ 20 sites),
PI≥0.8, no oral treatment needs, no severe gingivitis or periodontitis. 

Interventions Sonicare Elite versus Oral-B P40 manual. Twice daily for 2 minutes. Same toothpaste. No other oral hygiene aids.
Detailed instructions. Compliance diary. Use of timer not stated.

Outcome measures Silness & Löe plaque index, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, safety, compliance; measured at baseline, 2, 4 weeks. 

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation.
4 week PI & GI (mean and SD) scores extracted from clinical study report.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Elite 81 1.55 0.26 81 0.68 0.18 81 1.38 0.17 81 0.81 0.14
Oral-B P40 87 1.48 0.25 87 0.79 0.18 87 1.36 0.17 87 0.90 0.14



Study DeLaurenti 2012

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 144 subjects (51M, 93F) with 3 drop-outs

Participants US; non-smoking, healthy subjects with mild to moderate gingivitis (GBI > 1 on 20 or more sites; PI > 1.8); 20+ natural
teeth; 20-70 years; MTB users. 

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare+ with standard size DiamondClean brush head (2 min, twice/day) vs ADA-reference MTB
(twice/day in habitual way); Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste; compliance diary provided.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index (PI); modified gingival index (MGI); gingival bleeding index (GBI);
measured at baseline, 2, 4 weeks; safe to use; no significant AE related to interventions.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation prior to visits.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (MGI)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Diamond Clean 70 2.77 0.40 70 1.81 0.58 70 2.08 0.40 70 1.55 0.47

ADA reference 72 2.85 0.38 71 2.60 0.41 72 2.14 0.39 71 1.74 0.48
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Study DeLaurenti 2008

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 95 subjects (39M, 56F) with 3 drop-outs.

Participants US orthodontic subjects; 12-42 yrs, routine MTB users; fixed braces on at least 10 teeth, each in the upper and lower 
arches; plaque index BBI > 2, full mouth GI < 2.5; no oral treatment needs.

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare vs Oral-B P40 MTB (2 min, twice/day); instructions and supervised training for both treatments;
Crest Cool Mint gel toothpaste; compliance diary.

Outcome measures Modified Bonded Bracket Index (BBI); Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index on non-bracketed surfaces;
full mouth Löe & Silness GI; safety; measured at baseline, 2, 4 weeks; 1 mild AE; safe to use.

Notes Plaque scores for non-bracketed surfaces used for meta-analysis.
Prophylaxis at baseline.
12-24 hrs plaque accumulation.
Manufacturer funded. 

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare FlexCare 45 3.41 0.60 45 2.96 0.60 45 1.14 0.07 45 1.02 0.07

Oral-B P40 47 3.44 0.62 47 3.37 0.62 47 1.14 0.07 47 1.04 0.07

Study DeLaurenti 2013

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 4 weeks, 150 subjects (46M, 104F) with no drop-outs.

Participants US, 18-64 yrs, routine MTB users, non-smoking, healthy subjects with mild to moderate gingivitis (GBI ≥ 1 on 20 or
more sites; PI ≥ 1.8), 20+ natural teeth.

Interventions Sonicare Platinum + InterCare compact brush head (2 min, twice/day) vs ADA reference MTB (subject’s normal 
practice); Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste; compliance diary provided.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index; modified gingival index (MGI); gingival bleeding index (GBI);
measured at baseline, 2, 4 weeks; safety; no significant AEs; safe to use.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation prior to visits.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (MGI)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Platinum 75 2.75 0.35 75 2.01 0.46 75 2.06 0.46 75 1.36 0.45

ADA reference 75 2.81 0.35 75 2.83 0.29 75 2.10 0.43 75 1.98 0.44



Study Ward 2013

Design RCT, parallel, single blind; 4 weeks; 148 subjects (47M, 101F); no drop-outs.

Participants US, 18-65 yrs, routine MTB users; non-smoking, healthy subjects with mild to moderate gingivitis (GBI ≥ 1 on 20 or
more sites; PI ≥ 1.8); 20+ natural teeth.

Interventions Sonicare Platinum + InterCare standard brush head (2 min, twice/day) vs ADA reference MTB (subject’s normal 
practice); Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste; compliance diary provided.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index; modified gingival index; gingival bleeding index (GBI); measured at
baseline, 2, 4 weeks; safety; no AEs reported; safe to use.

Notes Manufacturer funded. 
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation prior to visits.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (MGI)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Platinum 74 2.80 0.36 74 1.95 0.51 74 2.00 0.35 74 1.29 0.50

ADA reference 74 2.82 0.40 74 2.82 0.37 74 2.09 0.42 74 2.00 0.47
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Study Swierkot 2013

Design RCT, parallel trial, single blind, 12 months; 83 subjects (26M, 47F); 12 drop-outs.

Participants Germany, 45-78 yrs, partially edentulous patients with at least one posterior implant, placed at least 12 months ago;
current, regular MTB users. Systemically healthy, non-smoking; no generalized aggressive periodontitis or peri-implan-
titis or bone loss around natural teeth and implants >1mm in the year prior to the beginning of the study; no excessive
calculus or tooth decay, oral dysfunctions, or contra-indicated medication.

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare versus Oral-B P40 manual. MTB users instructed to use modified Bass technique, and Sonicare
users according to DFU. All brushing for 2 minutes, twice daily. Colgate Total toothpaste.

Outcome measures BOP, CAL, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, PPD, GR, Silness & Löe Plaque Index. Safe to use.

Notes Mean number of implants per subject 4.3 (MTB group), 4.2 (Sonicare group).
Data at 3 months extracted for short-term effects. Tooth scores used for overall analysis, implant scores used for
implant-specific analysis.
Manufacturer funded.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline 3 Months Baseline 3 Months

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare FlexCare 40 0.94 0.61 38 0.98 0.58 40 0.98 0.66 38 0.81 0.50

Oral-B P40 38 0.74 0.48 35 0.81 0.55 38 0.81 0.49 35 0.68 0.56
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Study Ward 2016

Design  RCT, parallel, single blind; 6 weeks; 154 subjects (43M, 111F); 11 drop-outs.

Participants US, 19-64 yrs, routine MTB users; non-smoking, healthy subjects with mild to moderate gingivitis (GBI ≥ 1 on 20 or
more sites; PI ≥ 1.8); 20+ natural teeth.

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare Platinum with Adaptive Clean brush head (3 min Deep Clean Mode, twice/day) vs ADA reference
MTB (habitual use); Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste; compliance diary provided.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index; modified gingival index; gingival bleeding index (GBI); measured at
baseline, 2, 6 weeks; safe to use; no significant AE related to interventions.

Notes Manufacturer funded.
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation prior to visits.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (MGI)
Baseline Week 6 Baseline Week 6

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Platinum 75 2.84 0.48 72 1.52 0.76 75 2.16 0.40 72 1.18 0.49

ADA reference 73 2.90 0.53 71 2.94 0.62 73 2.27 0.45 71 2.27 0.48

Study Zingler 2014

Design RCT, four arm, parallel group, single blind, 12 weeks; 31-32 participants per group (55M, 63F) with 1-3 drop outs per
group due to use of antibiotics or antibacterial rinses.

Participants Germany; patients with fixed orthodontic appliances, 11-15 years. Healthy subjects with at least 10 fully erupted perma-
nent teeth per arc, no recent use of antibiotic or antibacterial rinses, no carious lesions or early onset periodontitis.

Interventions Four groups: 1) Sonicare FlexCare with ProResults brush head, 2) Manual (Elmex) + interdental brush (Curaprox), 
3 + 4) Manual brush; groups 1-3 treated with a surface sealant prior to placement of ortho appliances. Instructed to
brush twice daily with Elmex 1400ppm amine fluoride toothpaste. Stopwatch and diary to log brushing time.

Outcome measures Plaque index bracket, Papillary bleeding index (PBI), Turesky-modification of Quigley and Hein plaque index (PI),
modified approximal plaque index, DMFT/DMFS at baseline, 4, 8, 12 weeks.

Notes Data for PI and PBI comparing groups 1 and 3 were extracted for further analysis. Reported medians and interquartile
ranges were used to reconstruct approximate means and SDs since authors could not provide original data.
Study did not receive external funding.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline Week 12 Baseline Week 12

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare FlexCare 28 1.20 1.17 28 1.01 0.69 28 0.62 0.53 28 0.72 0.32

Elmex 29 1.17 0.72 29 0.83 0.62 29 0.48 0.35 29 0.61 0.44

Study Argosino 2015

Design RCT, parallel, single blind; 4 weeks; 132 subjects (43M, 89F); 4 drop-outs.

Participants US, 18-64 yrs, routine MTB users; non-smoking, healthy subjects with mild to moderate gingivitis (GBI ≥ 1 on 20 
or more sites; PI ≥ 1.8); 20+ natural teeth.

Interventions Sonicare 3-series with ProResults gum health brush head (2 min, twice/day) vs ADA reference MTB (habitual use,
twice/day); Crest Cool Mint Gel toothpaste; compliance diary provided.

Outcome measures Turesky-modified Quigley and Hein plaque index; modified gingival index; gingival bleeding index (GBI); measured at
baseline, 2, 4 weeks; safe to use; no significant AE related to interventions.

Notes Manufacturer funded.
3-6 hours of plaque accumulation prior to visits.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (MGI)
Baseline Week 4 Baseline Week 4

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare PS3 65 2.79 0.36 64 2.19 0.39 65 2.10 0.34 64 1.29 0.44
ADA reference 65 2.80 0.46 64 2.71 0.39 65 2.03 0.28 64 1.79 0.39



Study Swierkot 2013

Design RCT, parallel trial, single blind, 12 months; 83 subjects (26M, 47F); 12 drop-outs.

Participants Germany, 45-78 yrs, partially edentulous patients with at least one posterior implant, placed at least 12 months ago;
current, regular MTB users. Systemically healthy, non-smoking; no generalized aggressive periodontitis or peri-implan-
titis or bone loss around natural teeth and implants >1mm in the year prior to the beginning of the study, no excessive
calculus or tooth decay, oral dysfunctions, or contra-indicated medication.

Interventions Sonicare FlexCare versus Oral-B P40 manual. MTB users instructed to use modified Bass technique, and Sonicare
users according to DFU. All brushing for 2 minutes, twice daily. Colgate Total toothpaste. 

Outcome measures BOP, CAL, Löe & Silness Gingival Index, PPD, GR, Silness & Löe Plaque Index. Safe to use.

Notes Mean number of implants per subject 4.3 (MTB group), 4.2 (Sonicare group).
Data at 3 months extracted for short-term effects. Tooth scores used for overall analysis, implant scores used for
implant-specific analysis.
“Supported by a grant from Philips healthcare systems”

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline 3 Months Baseline 3 Months

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare FlexCare 42 0.86 0.73 40 0.87 0.73 42 0.91 0.68 40 0.84 0.60

Oral-B P40 41 0.56 0.52 38 0.74 0.61 41 0.85 0.83 38 0.83 0.70
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Details of included studies with scores around implants, in chronological order

Study Wolff 1998

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 24 weeks, 31 subjects (16M, 15F), no drop-outs.

Participants US, 21-73 yrs, subjects with one or more restored dental implants, no antibiotic therapy or professional tooth cleaning
in 3 months prior to trial. Systemically healthy, no contra-indicated medication, no dental treatment needs.

Interventions Oral hygiene instruction given (oral and written) on MTB (Crest Complete) or Sonicare Advance. Brush for 2 minutes,
twice per day. MTB group was provided with timer. Oral hygiene instruction reinforced at each follow up visit 
(4, 8, 12 and 24 wks).

Outcome measures Silness and Löe plaque index, Löe and Silness gingival index, probing depth, bleeding index around implants.
Questionnaire to assess compliance with and acceptance of assigned interventions.

Notes Prophy after baseline assessment and after 24 weeks assessment.
Mean number of implants per subject 3.5 (MTB group), 2.8 (Sonicare group). Mean time since restoration of implant
2.5 yr (MTB), 0.5 yr (Sonicare). Mean time since original placement 3.51 yr (MTB), 1.16 yr (Sonicare).
Data reported at 12 week visit extracted for analysis.
Manufacturer funded.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index (L&S)
Baseline Week 12 Baseline Week 12

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD
Sonicare Advance 16 1.31 0.48 16 0.28 0.35 16 1.46 0.27 16 0.71 0.38
Crest Complete 15 1.27 0.47 15 0.53 0.44 15 1.58 0.42 15 0.93 0.41



Annex 2
Statistical Approach Comparing Sonic vs. Rotating-Oscillating Toothbrushes

Method:
Since we followed the Cochrane approach, their reported comparison of rotating-oscillating with manual toothbrushes may be used to compare
our results with. Assuming the manual toothbrush groups in both meta-analyses are comparable in interpretation (because in both cases a variety
of manual toothbrushes was used), we can use the reported data to also give an estimate of the difference between sonic and rotating-oscillating
toothbrushes. For this, we regard the SMD as the difference in means (SM) of some standardized quantity measured for each group separately
(sonic (S), rotating-oscillating (R), manual (M)). Then the difference in SMDs of the two analyses is a measure for the difference between sonic
and rotating-oscillating toothbrushes: . The meta-analysis provides standard errors of  and , so that the standard error of their difference is obtained
by . The  is obtained directly from the meta-analysis; it is directly related to the confidence interval of SMD by . Using the same formula we calculate
the confidence interval for . A test for difference between sonic and rotating-oscillating toothbrushes is then obtained by a Z-test using the estimate
and standard error.

Results:

Conclusion:
Thus, results for plaque removal were suggestive of a favorable effect for sonic over rotating-oscillating toothbrushes with  [95%CI] = -0.37 
[-0.80, 0.07] (p = 0.10), whereas gingivitis reduction was comparable with  = -0.17 [-0.59, 0.24] (p = 0.41).

R vs M S vs M S vs R
Outcome SMD SE SMD SE SMD SE Z p-value 95% CI
Plaque -0.53 0.11 -0.89 0.20 -0.37 0.22 -1.64 0.10 [-0.80. 0.07]
Gingivitis -0.49 0.12 -0.67 0.18 -0.17 0.21 -0.82 0.41 [-0.59, 0.24]
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Study Lee 2015

Design RCT, parallel, single blind, 2 months, 40 subjects (23M, 17F); 0 drop outs.

Participants South Korea, 27-75 yrs, systemically healthy patients with at least one implant restoration, installed at least 3 months
previously; presence of peri-implant mucositis; no recent antibiotic use or contra-indicated medication, no dental 
treatment needs.

Interventions Brushing three times per day for two minutes using Bass technique with MTB (Butler GUM 311) or manufacturer’s
instructions for Sonicare DiamondClean. Subjects recorded brushing duration and frequency.

Outcome measures Modified plaque index (mPI), modified sulcus bleeding index (mSBI) for implant sites at 0, 1 and 2 months. Safe to use.
Both groups compliant in reported brushing behaviors.

Notes Mean number of implants per subject 1.7 (MTB group), 1.5 (Sonicare group). Mean time since restoration of implant
5.6 yr (MTB), 4.2 yr (Sonicare). Mean time since original placement 6.4 yr (MTB), 6.2 yr (Sonicare).
Data for mSBI provided by authors upon request; mPI data extracted from paper.
Supported by a grant from Philips.

Results Plaque Index Gingival Index
Baseline 2 Months Baseline 2 Months

n Mean SD n Mean SD n Mean SD Mean SD
Sonicare Diamond Clean 20 1.70 0.65 20 0.43 0.68 20 1.40 0.68 20 0.47 0.63

Butler GUM 311 20 1.85 0.62 20 1.09 0.95 20 1.46 0.67 20 0.88 0.65



Introduction
The progression from periodontal health to disease is influenced

by multiple factors.1 One of the key factors driving and defining peri-
odontal status is the accumulation of plaque on tooth surfaces.2

Dental plaque is comprised of a community of microbes and their
associated byproducts assembled in a biofilm matrix.3 Biofilms have
an evolutionary history documented in the fossil record, and exist in
an array of environments and under highly varied conditions.4 The
character and constituents of oral biofilms can have an effect on the
expression of adjacent host tissues as healthy and thriving, as irritated
and inflamed, or as tissue compromised by disease.5-7

As these oral microbial communities are dynamic, daily mechanical
removal is necessary to limit the amount of accumulated plaque. A
simple consequence of mechanical removal affects the character of
oral biofilms.8 Together, reducing the burden of plaque regrowth with
its resultant impact on the species and byproducts within the biofilm,
help to preserve and sustain periodontal health.9

While manual toothbrushes are certainly effective tools for
mechanically sweeping away plaque, there continues to be a growing
body of evidence that demonstrates the oral health benefits borne
out of innovations in the power toothbrush category.10 Power tooth-
brush technology, in general, grew from the observation that manual
devices are fundamentally limited by the dexterity, compliance, and
engagement of the user. While patients may habitually brush their
teeth twice a day as counselled by the dental professional, they may
not brush for a sufficient length of time or with adequate precision
to have the intended effect of comprehensive plaque removal on all
tooth sites. As a result, sites that harbor plaque over long periods can
become problem sites,11 putting the associated periodontium and
tooth structures at risk for disease.
Powered toothbrushes aid the user in improving on the efficacy

of mechanical cleaning by incorporating a number of features.
These include timing prompts, powerful motors to drive brush
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Abstract
• Objective: To compare the effect of the Philips Sonicare DiamondClean plus Premium plaque control brush head with the Oral-B 7000 plus

CrossAction brush head on gingivitis and supragingival plaque reduction following a 42-day period of home use. 

• Methods: This was a randomized, parallel, examiner-blind, prospective clinical trial conducted on generally healthy subjects. Eligible
subjects met the following eligibility criteria: age 18–65, non-smoker, routine manual toothbrush user, ≥ 50 sites of gingival bleeding per
the Gingival Bleeding Index (GBI), and ≥ 1.8 plaque score per the Modified Plaque Index (MPI), assessed three to six hours following
the last oral hygiene procedure. Eligible subjects were enrolled in the study and randomly assigned to use either a Philips Sonicare
DiamondClean with Premium  plaque control brush head power toothbrush (SPC) or an Oral-B® 7000 with CrossAction™ brush head
power toothbrush (OCA), for twice daily home use over a period of 42 days. All subjects were dispensed a standard fluoride-containing
dentifrice and both toothbrushes were to be used in their respective Deep Clean modes. Safety and efficacy evaluations were performed
at 14 and 42 days following Baseline.

• Results: Two-hundred eighty-four subjects completed this trial (142 subjects per treatment group).  Least squares mean (95% CI) estimates
for reduction and percent reduction of  gingivitis per Modified Gingival Index (MGI) following 42 days of product use for the SPC group
were 1.17 (1.10, 1.24) and 45.68% (42.95%, 48.40%); for the OCA group they were 0.69 (0.62, 0.76) and 26.83% (24.10%, 29.56%). The mean
difference (95% CI) between the two treatment groups was 0.48 (0.38, 0.58) and 18.85% (14.99%, 22.70%) for reduction and percent reduction,
respectively. The lower limit of the 95% CI for the difference in Overall score between the two treatment groups was greater than the pre-
defined non-inferiority margin (i.e., -0.10 or -5%); therefore SPC was declared non-inferior to OCA. In addition, since the 95% CI for the
difference did not include zero, SPC was declared superior to OCA in the reduction of gingivitis per MGI at Day 42 (p-value < 0.0001).
Similarly, for MGI at Day 14 and for GBI and MPI at Day 14 and Day 42, significantly larger reductions were observed for SPC compared
to OCA (p-value < 0.0001). 

• Conclusions: Philips Sonicare DiamondClean with Premium plaque control brush head (SPC) was statistically superior to the Oral-B 7000
with CrossAction brush head (OCA) in reducing gingival inflammation, gingival bleeding, and supragingival plaque following 14 and 42
days of home use. Both products were safe for use.
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head motion, and brush head designs that target specific problems
based on a patient’s needs. The Philips Sonicare (Philips Oral
Healthcare, Bothell, WA, USA) and Oral-B® (Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, OH, USA) platforms of powered toothbrushes include
these features and have been clinically demonstrated to be both
safe and effective.12-16 These products differ, however, in the mechan-
ical action that drives brush head motion. While the Sonicare plat-
form drives high-frequency, high-amplitude brush head motion,
the Oral-B platform is characterized by an oscillating, rotating,
and pulsating movement.
The current clinical trial was conducted to compare two marketed

power toothbrushes, the Philips Sonicare DiamondClean power tooth-
brush with Premium plaque control* brush head and the Oral-B® 7000
with CrossAction™ brush head and SmartGuide accessory. The clinical
endpoints measured included a comparison of the effects of 42 days
of product use on plaque, gingival inflammation, and gingival bleeding.
(*Note: brush head was previously named AdaptiveClean, renamed
to Premium plaque defense in certain countries.)  

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Objectives
This was a prospective, randomized, single-center, parallel study

designed to compare the efficacy and safety of two power toothbrushes;
the Philips Sonicare DiamondClean with Premium plaque control brush
head (SPC), and the Oral-B 7000 with CrossAction brush head and

SmartGuide accessory (OCA). Efficacy and safety were assessed following
14 and 42 days of home use of the study products. Figure 1 depicts the
procedures and visit timeline of the study.
The primary objective of the study was to compare the reduction in

gingivitis, per the Modified Gingival Index17 (MGI), following 42 days
of home use. Secondary objectives included the following comparisons
between products: reduction in MGI following 14 days of use; reduction
in surface plaque following 14 and 42 days of product use; reduction in
gingival bleeding following 14 and 42 days of product use; and safety of

the study regimens. Additionally, the proportion of subjects with improve-
ment in these endpoints were compared at each evaluation.

Subjects
This study was reviewed and approved by the Chesapeake

Investigational Review Board (Pro00018071). Eligible subjects were
generally healthy manual toothbrush users who were 18–65 years of
age, non-smokers, able to provide Informed Consent, and follow the
study procedures.  The study population included subjects exhibiting
moderate gingivitis, with ≥ 50 sites of bleeding per the Gingival
Bleeding Index (GBI)18 and a plaque score of ≥ 1.8 per the Lobene
and Soparker Modified Plaque Index (MPI)19,20 assessed at three to
six hours following the last oral hygiene procedure. Subjects with
rampant decay, significant gingival recession, evidence of periodontitis,
or heavy deposits of calculus were not included in the study panel.  
In the event that a subject required dental or medical care in a

context that could affect a safety or efficacy endpoint of the study,
or which put the subject at greater risk, the participant was removed
from the study at the discretion of the study investigator.  

Efficacy and Safety Measurements
Efficacy was evaluated by examiners trained in the visual assess-

ment of plaque and gingivitis per published visual clinical metrics.
In this study, the following measurement methods were utilized:
Lobene and Soparker Modified Plaque Index (MPI); the Modified
Gingival Index (MGI); and the Gingival Bleeding Index (GBI). Table
I provides the scale and score descriptors per Index. To minimize
bias, the study examiners who performed the efficacy evaluations
were blinded to the treatment assignment of each subject.
Safety was assessed by oral tissue exam at each clinic visit, and by

subject report per home diary record.

Randomization and Treatment Groups
Following Informed Consent and assessment of eligibility, enrolled

subjects were randomized. Subjects received either a Sonicare
DiamondClean with Premium plaque control brush head (SPC) power
toothbrush or an Oral-B 7000 with CrossAction brush head power
toothbrush including the SmartGuide accessory (OCA).
Randomization was balanced for gender such that approximately equal
numbers of males and females were represented in each treatment
group.  All subjects were dispensed a standard fluoride-containing
dentifrice and were instructed to utilize the assigned product according
to the manufacturer’s Deep Clean mode instructions. The intercurrent
use of any other oral hygiene device or medicament was prohibited
during the study period.
Upon completion of all procedures at the Day 42 visit, subjects

returned the assigned test products and were dismissed from the study.  

Data Capture
Study data were captured on a web-based data system with pro-

grammed logic and edit-checks. To appropriately maintain the integri-
ty of the data, access to the system was limited by log-in credentials
that matched the study role of the user. Study data were monitored
to ensure accuracy of recording and reporting.  

Statistical Methods
Sample Size Determination. The study was designed to test the
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Figure 1. Study visits and procedures.



hypothesis that gingivitis reduction and plaque removal for the
DiamondClean power toothbrush with Premium plaque control
brush head was non-inferior to that obtained when brushing with
Oral-B 7000 power toothbrush with CrossAction brush head. Based
on prior studies in which a Sonicare power toothbrush was compared
to the standard of care manual tooth brushing, we assumed that a
minimum clinically significant difference in plaque and gingivitis
reduction by a margin of -0.20 or 10% was sufficient to differentiate
the products. For this study, if the difference between the two power
toothbrushes was less than 0.10 and 5% (i.e., 50% of the difference
between the power toothbrush and MTB), for reduction and percent
reduction, respectively, the two power toothbrushes were to be
assumed of similar efficacy (i.e., non-inferior).   
In order to establish the non-inferiority for the primary efficacy

variable with a one-sided type I error of 2.5% with 80% power,
approximately 290 subjects were required to be evaluated (145 sub-
jects per treatment group). This calculation was based on a non-
inferiority margin of 5% (percent reduction in Overall MGI) and
0.10 (in Overall MGI reduction) and assumed a true mean differ-
ence of zero between the OCA and SPC, with a common standard
deviation (SD) of 15% (MGI percent reduction) and 0.30 (in Overall
MGI reduction).   
To account for an attrition rate of about 10%, approximately 324

(i.e., 162 subjects per group) were to be randomized with a target to
complete 290 evaluable subjects (145 subjects per group). 

General Considerations
The primary efficacy analysis was performed including all ran-

domized subjects with Baseline and Day 42 gingivitis evaluations
(modified intent to treat, mITT). Subjects were analyzed according
to the randomized treatment assignment. The analysis of safety
included all randomized subjects. 
Continuous variables were summarized using the number of non-

missing observations, mean, standard deviation (SD), 95% confidence
interval (CI) of the mean, median, minimum, and maximum; cate-
gorical variables were summarized using the frequency count and
the percentage of subjects in each category. All analyses were con-
ducted using SAS® software. 

Demographics and Baseline Characteristics
Standard subject demographics (e.g., age, gender) were summarized

for all mITT subjects by treatment group and Overall. For continuous
subject characteristics, means were compared between groups using
one way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The incidence of the cate-
gorical variables were compared using the Chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test as appropriate.    

Efficacy Endpoints
The efficacy indices, MGI, GBI, and MPI, at each tooth site, were

scored using the scoring methodology described in Table I. A standard-
ized data collection form was used to capture these data at each study
visit. For each index, three summary scores were used as efficacy end-
points. These included: the Overall score, calculated as the sum of scores
at all evaluable sites divided by the number of evaluable sites; reduction
from Baseline, calculated as the Baseline score minus the post-baseline
score; and percent reduction from Baseline, calculated as the reduction
in score divided by the Baseline score times 100.
All three summary scores were considered as continuous variables

and summarized for the whole mouth (Overall) and by region of the
mouth (i.e., anterior, posterior, interproximal, and posterior interprox-
imal). Analyses were performed separately for each summary score and
for each region. For brevity, sub-region analysis is not reported here.

Primary Efficacy Analysis
The primary efficacy measure for this study was the reduction in

gingivitis score from Baseline to Visit 3 (Day 42). The efficacy analysis
was performed on the mITT population, which included all random-
ized subjects with an MGI score at Baseline and Day 42.  Comparison
between the two treatment groups for reduction and percent reduction
from Baseline was performed using a linear model with the Baseline
score as a covariate. The following hypothesis was evaluated: 

Ho: µSonicare  - µOral-B ≤ -D
Ha: µSonicare  - µOral-B > -D

where -D� is the non-inferiority margin of -5% (percent reduction in
Overall MGI) and -0.10 (Overall MGI reduction) and µ is the mean
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Table I
Scoring Methodology for Efficacy Metrics; Plaque, Gingival Inflammation, and Gingival Bleeding

No plaque Separate flecks of plaque at the
gingival margin

Plaque covering 2/3 or more 
of the tooth

Plaque covering at least 1/3 but
less than 2/3 of the crown of
the tooth

A thin continuous band of
plaque (up to 1mm) at the 
cervical margin of the tooth

A band of plaque wider than 
1 mm but covering less than 1/3
of the crown of the tooth

Lobene and Soparker Modified Plaque Index, 6 sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 5

Absence of
inflammation

Mild inflammation, slight
change in color, little change in
texture of any portion of but
not the entire margin or 
papillary gingival unit

Severe inflammation; marked
redness, edema and/or 
hypertrophy or marginal or
papillary gingival unit, 
spontaneous bleeding, 
congestion or ulceration

Mild inflammation but 
involving the entire margin 
or papillary unit

Moderate inflammation; 
glazing, redness, edema and/or
hypertrophy of margin or 
papillary unit

Modified Gingival Index, 6 sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4 N/A

No bleeding Bleeding on gently probing Bleeding appears immediately
upon gently probing

Spontaneous bleeding which
is present prior to probing

Gingival Bleeding Index, 6 sites per tooth, excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 N/A N/A



MGI reduction or percent reduction. The non-inferiority approach
is a well-documented statistical methodology used in clinical trials,
including for use in US FDA investigational drug, new drug, and
biologics licensing applications.21,22

Least squares mean (LSM), standard error (SE) of the mean,
and two-sided 95% confidence intervals (CI) were presented by
treatment group. A two-sided 95% CI for the mean difference
between the two treatment groups was constructed. If the lower
limit 95% CI for the difference between the two treatment groups
was found to be greater than the pre-defined non-inferiority margin
of -5% or -0.10, the SPC was to be declared non-inferior to OCA.
Also, if the lower limit of the 95% CI for the treatment difference
between the two toothbrushes was greater than zero, the SPC was
to be declared superior to the OCA.

Secondary Efficacy Analysis
Secondary efficacy variables were: reduction of gingivitis following

14 days of home use; reduction in plaque score and gingival bleeding;
the percent of bleeding sites and the number of bleeding sites post
14 and 42 days of home use; the proportion of subjects with improved
gingivitis; reduced gingival bleeding; and plaque removal post 14 and
42 days of home use.  Analyses evaluating the reduction of gingivitis,
plaque, and gingival bleeding were performed for each time point
(i.e., post 14 and 42 days of use) using a similar method as described
above for the primary endpoint.  
In order to assess the proportion of subjects with improved gum

health per MGI, subjects were defined as having improved gingival
health at Days 14 and 42 if their percent reduction in MGI was greater
than or equal to 20%. The proportion and 95% CI of subjects with
improved gingival health were presented. A similar analysis, using
the same 20% cut-off value, was performed for reduced gingival bleed-
ing (per GBI) and reduced plaque (per MPI). 

Results
Demographics 
Three-hundred and twelve subjects provided Informed Consent

and were screened for this study. Of these, 304 were enrolled and ran-
domized, and 284 subjects completed the study (142 subjects per
treatment group). Twenty subjects did not complete the study (eight
subjects withdrew, 12 were lost to follow-up) and were thus not includ-
ed in the efficacy analysis. Table II provides a summary of demo-
graphic information of randomized subjects who were included in
the mITT population. The mean (SD) age of mITT subjects was
38.6 (12.0) years, with 213 female (75.0%), and 71 (25.0%) male par-
ticipants. There were no significant differences in the age and gender
distribution among the two treatment groups.

Primary Efficacy Results
Modified Gingival Index. The distribution of the Overall MGI

mean score by treatment group is presented in Figure 2 as a boxplot,
which depicts the following: the upper whisker indicates the maximum
observed value; the upper boundary of the box marks the 75th per-
centile of observed values; the line intersecting the box indicates the
median; the circle within the box indicates the mean; the lower bound-
ary of the box marks the 25th percentile of observed values; and the
lower whisker denotes the minimum observed value. Both treatment
groups had a similar distribution at Baseline (i.e., mean Overall MGI
score of 2.6). Also, the median at Baseline was 2.64 for SPC and 2.68
for OCA, indicating that the data were normally distributed.

The MGI outcomes at Baseline, Day 14, and Day 42, including
reduction and percent reduction from Baseline, as well as the analysis
presenting the percentage of subjects with ≥ 20% reduction in MGI,
by treatment group, are presented in Table III.    
For the primary efficacy endpoint (MGI at Day 42), the Overall

LSM reduction and percent reduction (95% CI) was 1.17 (1.10, 1.24)
and 45.68% (42.95%, 48.40%), respectively for SPC, and 0.69 (0.62,
0.76) and 26.83% (24.10%, 29.56%), respectively for OCA.  
At Day 14, the Overall LSM reduction and percent reduction

(95% CI) was 1.14 (1.07, 1.22) and 44.73% (42.00%, 47.45%), respec-
tively for SPC, and 0.72 (0.65, 0.79) and 27.92% (25.20%, 30.64%),
respectively for OCA.  
For Day 42, the LSM for the difference in Overall MGI score

between the two treatment groups was 0.48 (0.38, 0.58) and 18.85%
(14.99%, 22.70%), for reduction and percent reduction, respectively.
Similarly, for Day 14, the LSM for the difference in Overall MGI
score between the two treatment groups was 0.42 (0.32, 0.53) and
16.81% (12.95%, 20.66%), for reduction and percent reduction, respec-
tively. For both time points, the lower limit of the 95% CI for the dif-
ference was greater than the pre-defined non-inferiority margin (i.e.,
-0.10 or -5%), therefore SPC was declared non-inferior to the OCA.
In addition, since the 95% CI for the difference does not include zero,
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Table II
Demographic Characteristics, Modified Intent to Treat Subjects

Treatment
Parameter Category Sonicare + Premium Oral B 7000 + Total p-value

Plaque Control CrossAction

Age (yrs.) No. Subjects 142 142 284 0.5957
Mean(SD) 38.2 (12.4) 39.0 (11.7) 38.6 (12.0)
95% CI (36.2, 40.3) (37.1, 40.9) (37.2, 40.0)
Median 38 38 38
Min, Max (18, 65) (18, 64) (18, 65)

Gender Female 106 (74.6%) 107 (75.4%) 213 (75.0%) 0.8910
Male 36 (25.4%) 35 (24.6%) 71 (25.0%)

Figure 2.Boxplot of Modified Gingival Index, overall, by treatment group at Baseline,
Day 14, Day 42. Note:  Each dot represents a single observation.



SPC was declared superior to OCA in reduction of gingivitis (p-value
< 0.0001, for both time points). 
For the proportion analysis, at Day 14, the proportion of subjects

with gingival health that improved by a margin of 20% (95% CI) or
more was 88.7% (82.3%, 93.4%) for SPC and 59.9% (51.3%, 68.0%)
for OCA. At Day 42, these outcomes were 92.3% (86.6%, 96.1%) for
SPC and 64.1% (55.6%, 72.0%) for OCA.

Secondary Efficacy Results
Gingival Bleeding Index. The distribution of Overall GBI mean

score by treatment group is presented in Figure 3.  Both treatment
groups had a similar distribution at Baseline (i.e., mean Overall GBI
score of 0.53 and 0.54 for SPC and OCA, respectively). Also, the
median at Baseline was 0.48 for SPC and 0.49 for OCA, indicating
that the data may have a minor deviation from normality.
The GBI outcomes at Baseline, Day 14, and Day 42, including

reduction and percent reduction from Baseline, as well as the analysis
presenting the percentage of subjects with ≥ 20% reduction in GBI
by treatment group, are presented in Table IV.    
At Day 14, the LSM for reduction and percent reduction in Overall

GBI (95% CI) was 0.36 (0.34, 0.38) and 66.75% (62.78%, 70.72%),
respectively for SPC and 0.26 (0.24, 0.28) and 49.38% (45.40%,
53.35%), respectively for OCA.   
At Day 42, the LSM for reduction and percent reduction in GBI

(95% CI) was 0.40 (0.39, 0.42) and 75.81% (72.78%, 78.84%), respec-
tively for SPC and 0.31 (0.30, 0.33) and 58.76% (55.73%, 61.79%),
respectively for OCA.
At both time points (Day 14 and Day 42), SPC was declared supe-

rior to OCA in reducing gingival bleeding, with p-values of < 0.0001
for both reduction and percent reduction in GBI.
Also, at Day 14, the proportion of subjects with gingival bleeding

that improved by a margin of 20% (95% CI) or more was 95.8%

(91.0%, 98.4%) for SPC and 89.4% (83.2%, 94.0%) for OCA. At Day
42, these outcomes were 100% (97.4%, 100%) for SPC and 95.1%
(90.1%, 98.0%) for OCA.   
Modified Plaque Index. The distribution of Overall MPI mean

score by treatment group is presented in Figure 4. Both treatment
groups had a similar distribution at Baseline (i.e., mean Overall MPI
score of 2.9). Also, the median at Baseline was 2.87 for SPC and 2.93
for OCA, indicating that the data were normally distributed.
The MPI outcomes at Baseline, Day 14, and Day 42, including

reduction and percent reduction from Baseline, as well as the analysis
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Table III
Modified Gingival Index, Reduction, Percent Reduction and
Proportion Analysis, Overall, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 42

Treatment
Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium Oral B + Difference p-value

Plaque Control CrossAction

Baseline No Subjects 142 142
(Day 0) LS Mean (SE) 2.60 (0.03) 2.61 (0.03) -0.01 (0.04) 0.7174

95% CI (2.55, 2.65) (2.56, 2.66) (-0.09, 0.06)

Day 14 LS Mean (SE) 1.46 (0.04) 1.89 (0.04) -0.42 (0.05) <.0001
95% CI (1.39, 1.53) (1.81, 1.96) (-0.53, -0.32)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 1.14 (0.04) 0.72 (0.04) 0.42 (0.05) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (1.07, 1.22) (0.65, 0.79) (0.32, 0.53)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 44.73(1.38) 27.92(1.38) 16.81(1.96) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (42.00, 47.45) (25.20, 30.64) (12.95, 20.66)

MGI PRFBa >=20% n(Prop) 126 (88.7%) 85 (59.9%)
95% CI (82.3%, 93.4%) (51.3%, 68.0%)

Day 42 LS Mean (SE) 1.43 (0.04) 1.91 (0.04) -0.48 (0.05) <.0001
95% CI (1.36, 1.50) (1.84, 1.98) (-0.58, -0.38)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 1.17 (0.04) 0.69 (0.04) 0.48 (0.05) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (1.10, 1.24) (0.62, 0.76) (0.38, 0.58)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 45.68(1.39) 26.83(1.39) 18.85 (1.96) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (42.95, 48.40) (24.10, 29.56) (14.99, 22.70)

MGI PRFBa>=20% n(Prop) 131 (92.3%) 91 (64.1%)
95% CI (86.6%, 96.1%) (55.6%, 72.0%)

a PRFB = Percent Reduction from Baseline

Figure 3.Boxplot of Gingival Bleeding Index, overall, by treatment group at Baseline,
Day 14, Day 42. Note:  Each dot represents a single observation.

Table IV
Gingival Bleeding Index, Reduction, Percent Reduction and
Proportion Analysis, Overall, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 42

Treatment
Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium Oral B + Difference p-value

Plaque Control CrossAction

Baseline No Subjects 142 142
(Day 0) LS Mean (SE) 0.53 (0.02) 0.54 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) 0.5986

95% CI (0.50, 0.56) (0.51, 0.57) (-0.06, 0.03)

Day 14 LS Mean (SE) 0.18 (0.01) 0.27 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) <.0001
95% CI (0.16, 0.20) (0.25, 0.29) (-0.13, -0.07)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 0.36 (0.01) 0.26 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (0.34, 0.38) (0.24, 0.28) (0.07, 0.13)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 66.75 (2.02) 49.38 (2.02) 17.37 (2.85) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (62.78, 70.72) (45.40, 53.35) (11.75, 22.99)

GBI PRFBa >=20% n(Prop) 136 (95.8%) 127 (89.4%)
95% CI (91%, 98.4%) (83.2%, 94.0%)

Day 42 LS Mean (SE) 0.13 (0.01) 0.22 (0.01) -0.09 (0.01) <.0001
95% CI (0.12, 0.15) (0.21, 0.24) (-0.11, -0.07)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 0.40 (0.01) 0.31 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (0.39, 0.42) (0.30, 0.33) (0.07, 0.11)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 75.81 (1.54) 58.76 (1.54) 17.05 (2.18) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (72.78, 78.84) (55.73, 61.79) (12.76, 21.34)

GBI PRFBa>=20% n(Prop) 142 (100%) 135 (95.1%)
95% CI (97.4%, 100%) (90.1%, 98.0%)

a PRFB = Percent Reduction from Baseline



presenting the percentage of subjects with ≥ 20% reduction in MPI
by treatment group, are presented in Table V.    
At Day 14, the LSM for reduction and percent reduction in Overall

MPI score (95% CI) was 1.13 (1.05, 1.20) and 38.68% (36.19%,
41.16%), respectively for SPC and 0.54 (0.47, 0.61) and 18.28%
(15.79%, 20.77%), respectively for OCA.  
At Day 42, the LSM for reduction and percent reduction in Overall

MPI (95% CI) was 1.11 (1.03, 1.18) and 37.58% (35.10%, 40.05%),
respectively for SPC and 0.60 (0.53, 0.67) and 20.70% (18.22%,
23.17%), respectively for OCA.  

The LSM for the difference in Overall MPI score between the two
treatment groups at Day 14 was 0.59 (0.49, 0.69) and 20.40% (16.88%,
23.91%) for reduction and percent reduction, respectively. Similarly,
for Day 42, the LSM for the difference in Overall MPI score between
the two treatment groups was 0.50 (0.40, 0.60) and 16.88% (13.38%,
20.38%) for reduction and percent reduction, respectively. For both
time points, the lower limit 95% CI for the difference was greater than
the pre-defined non-inferiority margin (i.e., -0.10 or -5%), therefore
SPC was declared non-inferior to the OCA. In addition, since the
95% for the difference did not include zero, SPC was declared superior
to OCA in the reduction of plaque (p-values of < 0.0001 for both
time points). 
For the proportion analysis, at Day 14 the proportion of subjects

with reduction in MPI ≥ 20% was 87.3% (80.7%, 92.3%) for SPC and
41.5% (33.3%, 50.1%) for OCA. At Day 42, these outcomes were
87.3% (80.7%, 92.3%) for SPC and 43.0% (34.7%, 51.5%) for OCA.

Safety
There were eight adverse events reported in the study. Six of these

were assessed as mild and two were reported as moderate in severity.
Among the eight total events, three occurred in the SPC group and
the remaining five were reported in the OCA group. All events were
indicated as recovered/resolved upon study completion.  

Discussion and Conclusions
The primary aim of this study was to compare the effect of the

Philips Sonicare DiamondClean with Premium plaque control brush
head to the Oral-B 7000 with CrossAction brush head on the reduc-
tion of gingival inflammation, per MGI, following a 42-day period
of home use.  The results show that the Sonicare power toothbrush
performed significantly better than the Oral-B power toothbrush in
this regard. Additionally, the Sonicare power toothbrush was similarly
superior in all other endpoints of interest; namely, the reduction of
gingival bleeding (GBI) and supragingival plaque (MPI). It is noted
that significant differences were observed at both time points, Day
14 and Day 42, for all efficacy metrics.  
With a reported eight adverse events out of 284 subjects over the

42-day study period, clinical review concludes that both products are
safe for use in this population of subjects with moderate gingivitis.
The outcome in favor of the Sonicare power toothbrush is attrib-

uted to the high-frequency Sonicare drive train coupled with the
novel Premium plaque control brush head design tested here. The
brush head of this product was designed with bristle tufts embedded
in a thermoplastic elastomer. Lacking the rigidity of hard plastic,
the elastomer enables independent movement of each bristle tuft.
The effect is that the brush head is optimized to conform to oral
anatomy of varying types. For example, if a user has complex or mal-
posed dentition that entraps bristles, thereby inhibiting bristle move-
ment, the adjacent tufts of the Premium plaque control brush head
are not affected and continue to sweep. The benefit of this functional
operation is that, as the burden of plaque accumulation, even in com-
plex areas, is diminished, the environment of the associated biofilm
matrix is affected as a result, thus helping patients restore and preserve
the health of the surrounding periodontium.
For both power toothbrushes tested in this study, there are marked

changes in all efficacy endpoints as early as Day 14, emphasizing the
transitional nature of gingivitis and the clinical benefits that can be
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Figure 4.Boxplot of Modified Plaque Index, Overall, by Treatment Group at Baseline,
Day 14, Day 42. Note:  Each dot represents a single observation.

Table V
Modified Plaque Index, Percent Reduction and Proportion Analysis, 

Overall, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 42
Treatment

Variable Statistic Sonicare + Premium Oral B + Difference p-value
Plaque Control CrossAction

Baseline No Subjects 142 142
(Day 0) LS Mean (SE) 2.90 (0.03) 2.90 (0.03) 0.00 (0.05) 0.9777

95% CI (2.84, 2.97) (2.84, 2.97) (-0.09, 0.09)

Day 14 LS Mean (SE) 1.78 (0.04) 2.36 (0.04) -0.59 (0.05) <.0001
95% CI (1.70, 1.85) (2.29, 2.44) (-0.69, -0.49)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 1.13 (0.04) 0.54 (0.04) 0.59 (0.05) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (1.05, 1.20) (0.47, 0.61) (0.49, 0.69)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 38.68 (1.26) 18.28 (1.26) 20.40 (1.79) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (36.19, 41.16) (15.79, 20.77) (16.88, 23.91)

MPI PRFBa>=20% n(Prop) 124 (87.3%) 59 (41.5%)
95% CI (80.7%, 92.3%) (33.3%, 50.1%)

Day 42 LS Mean (SE) 1.80 (0.04) 2.30 (0.04) -0.50 (0.05) <.0001
95% CI (1.73, 1.87) (2.23, 2.37) (-0.60, -0.40)

Reduction LS Mean (SE) 1.11 (0.04) 0.60 (0.04) 0.50 (0.05) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (1.03, 1.18) (0.53, 0.67) (0.40, 0.60)

Percent Reduction LS Mean (SE) 37.58 (1.26) 20.70 (1.26) 16.88 (1.78) <.0001
from Baseline 95% CI (35.10, 40.05) (18.22, 23.17) (13.38, 20.38)

MPI PRFBa>=20% n(Prop) 124 (87.3%) 61 (43.0%)
95% CI (80.7%, 92.3%) (34.7%, 51.5%)

a PRFB = Percent Reduction from Baseline



readily achieved in the home care setting when patients adopt a power
toothbrush into their regime. This corroborates a recent consensus
review for the implementation of power tooth brushing where plaque
control is necessary to aid in the management of gingivitis and prevent
progression to periodontitis.23

It is noted in this study, however, that the magnitude of the dif-
ference between products in all clinical endpoints consistently favors
the Sonicare power toothbrush, importantly bringing this population
of subjects exhibiting gingivitis back to a state where the hallmarks
of inflammation, inflamed and bleeding tissue, are substantially
diminished. The impact of this difference is also apparent in the pro-
portion analysis, in which greater numbers of study participants in
the Sonicare group were shown to benefit by a margin of 20% or
more for all efficacy metrics evaluated.
This study represents a key benchmark in the success of this inno-

vative power toothbrush.  It was previously demonstrated to be superior
to a manual toothbrush,24 a minimum requirement of release of the
product. In directly comparing to Oral-B 7000 with CrossAction brush
head and SmartGuide accessory, the results here distinguish the Philips
Sonicare DiamondClean with Premium plaque control brush head
from the premium segment of marketed power toothbrushes in its
ability to demonstrably reduce gingival inflammation, gingival bleeding,
and plaque. Indeed, statistically significant differences between products
were apparent within 14 days of use, and were, importantly, sustained
to the terminus of the study at Day 42.
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Introduction
According to research conducted by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC), one out of every two Americans over age 30
has some form of periodontal disease.1 This finding is based on data
collected as part of the CDC’s 2009–2010 National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), designed to assess the
health and nutritional status of adults and children in the United States.
The 2009–2010 NHANES included for the first time a full-mouth peri-
odontal examination to assess for mild, moderate, or severe periodontitis,
making it the most comprehensive survey of periodontal health ever
conducted in the United States. Researchers measured periodontitis
because it is the most destructive form of periodontal disease. In an
update of this study published in 2015, the authors suggested that preva-
lence might be even higher when including gingivitis in the spectrum
of periodontal diseases.2 

The progression from a state of oral health to disease passes through
this transient state of gingivitis, where gingival inflammation and
bleeding is reversible when adequately treated. An important part of
this treatment is daily intervention by the patient in his/her home-care
routine.  

Across the organizations of the American Dental Association,3 the
United States Department of Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion,4 the American Academy of Periodontology,5 and the
European Federation of Periodontology6 there is a consistent recom-
mendation that a patient’s home-care routine include daily tooth brush-
ing and interproximal cleaning to mechanically remove plaque on all
tooth surfaces.  Interproximal cleaning is a critical part of maintaining
periodontal health as the interdental space is susceptible to plaque and
food accumulation that cannot be removed with tooth brushing alone.7-9

As infection often initiates and progresses from the tissues immediately
adjacent to interproximal tooth sites, it is incumbent upon the dental
professional to advocate and educate patients on the importance of
adopting regular interdental cleaning into their home-care regime. Yet,
in spite of doing so, interproximal cleaning continues to be a difficult
challenge for patients to habitually adopt.   
Patient compliance with regular and sustained use of string floss as

an interdental cleaning method has been difficult to determine, with
reports indicating daily habitual use as low as 2%.10 Furthermore, a
recent Harris poll conducted of behalf of the American Academy of
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Abstract
• Objectives: To compare the efficacy of three adjunct interproximal cleaning methods versus a manual toothbrush alone on gingivitis, and

demonstrate that the Philips Sonicare AirflossPro™ interproximal (IP) cleaning device provides a similar reduction in gingivitis and plaque
compared to string floss.

• Methods:A randomized, single-blind, parallel-design study was conducted on generally healthy adults exhibiting mild to moderate gingivitis.
Eligible subjects were non-smokers, aged 18–65 years, with ≥ 0.5 per the Rustogi Modified Navy Plaque Index (RMNPI) and a Gingival Bleeding
Index (GBI) of ≥ 1 on at least 10 sites. Eligible subjects were randomly assigned to use one of four oral hygiene regimens: manual toothbrush
(MTB) alone; MTB plus string floss (SF); MTB plus Philips Sonicare AirflossPro used with Cool Mint Listerine®Antiseptic (AFPL); and MTB
plus Philips Sonicare AirflossPro used with BreathRx™ (AFPB). Subjects were followed over a 28-day home-use period, with follow-up visits
for efficacy and safety conducted at Days 14 and 28. All subjects were instructed to use the MTB twice daily and perform interproximal cleaning
once daily, if assigned. Study efficacy endpoints included the Modified Gingival Index (MGI), Rustogi Modified Navy Plaque Index, and the
Gingival Bleeding Index.

• Results: Of 290 randomized subjects, 287 were followed to Day 14 and 286 were followed to Day 28. For the primary endpoint at Day 14,
significantly larger reductions in MGI were observed in each of the three IP cleaning groups compared to MTB alone (p < 0.001). The adjusted
mean reductions and standard error estimates (SE) for MGI expressed as a percent reduction from Baseline at Day 14 were: 0.22% (0.55%) for
MTB; 4.30% (0.44%) for SF; 4.55% (0.45%) for AFPL; and 4.20% (0.44%) for AFPB. A non-inferiority test comparing AirflossPro to SF showed
AirflossPro to be non-inferior to SF (p < 0.001).   

• Conclusions: The addition of interproximal cleaning to manual tooth brushing statistically significantly reduces gingivitis and plaque compared
to manual tooth brushing alone. Among the adjunct interproximal cleaning regimens, AirflossPro provides a similar reduction in gingivitis and
plaque to string floss. All study regimens were safe on oral tissues.

(J Clin Dent 2017;28(Spec Iss A):A36–44)
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Periodontology showed that more than one-quarter of Americans lie
to their dentists about flossing habits, and 36% reported they would
rather do an unpleasant activity, like working on taxes, than flossing.11

This has been reaffirmed in consumer-based online blogs,12 prompting
the question, “If the use of string floss is so low and yet important to
oral health, is there a better way for patients to clean interproximally
that is as effective as string floss in promoting oral health, but experi-
entially more pleasant to habitually perform?” 
The Philips Sonicare AirflossPro™ device (Philips, Bothell, WA,

USA) was developed as just such an alternative. It is a hand-held, pow-
ered, rechargeable device fitted with an angled tip that a patient can
easily maneuver and place at each interproximal site. When actuated
by a simple button press, the AirflossPro device emits a microburst of
high velocity air and liquid micro-droplets (averaging between 35–45
m/s) through the angled tip. The droplets travel with sufficient shearing
force (maximum shear stresses of up to 1300 Pa) to remove plaque
biofilm from interproximal tooth surfaces. Consistent with its Philips
Sonicare power toothbrush heritage, the device was designed to fit
ergonomically in the hand, be safe on oral tissues, and easy to use, thus
to help patients adopt daily habitual use where past attempts to regularly
use string floss have fallen short.
As part of the development of the AirflossPro, users commented

that the experience was enhanced even further when mouthrinse was
used in the fluid reservoir in place of water. It is noted that AirflossPro
is not an oral irrigator. The required amount of fluid to fill the
AirflossPro reservoir is 15 ml, as opposed to 600 ml required for oral
irrigators. Further, the mechanism of action is entirely different between
the two technologies. Whereas AirflossPro shears away plaque biofilm
by projecting low-volume, high velocity air and water droplets through
the interproximal space, oral irrigators saturate oral tissues and biofilm
with high volumes of fluid at low velocity. 
The intent of the current study was to confirm, in a prospective,

randomized, controlled clinical trial, that AirflossPro, when used
with mouthrinse, met the specified efficacy target of imparting greater
plaque removal and gingival health benefits than tooth brushing
alone, and also to establish its efficacy as non-inferior to the standard
for interproximal cleaning, string floss. Of further interest was the
intent to confirm the efficacy of the device when used with
mouthrinse in lieu of water. As a result, two mouthrinse formulations
are included; the first, BreathRx™ (Philips, Bothell, WA, USA), is
an essential oil-based rinse that contains zinc gluconate and cetylpyri-
dinium chloride (CPC) as its active ingredient; the second, Listerine®

Cool Mint Antiseptic (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ,
USA), contains essential oils as the active ingredient.   Note that the
statistical design of the study was not intended to show a difference
in efficacy between rinse formulations when used with AirflossPro,
it was only to establish that either rinse, with their different active
ingredients, is effective, thus giving patients confidence to choose
based on preference.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Objectives
This was a prospective, examiner-blind, parallel study designed to

compare the capability of three interproximal cleaning devices to the
ADA reference manual toothbrush (MTB) in reducing gingivitis and
plaque. Data were collected at three study visits: Baseline (Visit 1), Day
14 ± 2 days (Visit 2), and Day 28 ± 2 days (Visit 3).  Subjects observed

a two- to six-hour plaque accumulation period prior to all study visits.
Figure 1 depicts the study procedures by visit.

The primary objective of the study was to demonstrate the superiority
of the interproximal cleaning regimens to manual tooth brushing alone
in reducing gingival inflammation, and to establish statistical non-infe-
riority of the same among the interproximal regimens following a 14-
day period of home use.
Secondary objectives of the study included similar superiority efficacy

targets for plaque and gingival bleeding reduction between IP regimens
and MTB alone, following 14 and 28 days of home use. Establishing
the safety of the study products was also a secondary objective.
This study was reviewed and approved by the U.S. Investigational

Review Board (IRB) and is registered on Clinicaltrials.gov
(NCT02187016).  

Efficacy and Safety Measurements  
Efficacy was evaluated by examiners trained in the visual assessment

of plaque, gingival bleeding, and gingival inflammation per accepted
and standard visual clinical metrics. The efficacy examiners were blinded
to the treatment allocation of the study subjects in order to minimize
bias. In this study, the following measurements were utilized: the
Modified Gingival Index13 (MGI); the Rustogi Modified Navy Plaque
Index14 (RMNPI); and the Gingival Bleeding Index15 (GBI). Table I
shows the scale and description of the associated scores, per Index. 
Safety was assessed via examination of the oral cavity to note evi-

dence of gingival abrasion, irritations, lacerations, or ulcerations.
Notations were made of any Baseline anomalies present on oral tissues,
and at subsequent visits a repeat oral examination was performed to
document any adverse changes in the oral cavity over the preceding
period.  Any incidents noted on a subject’s home diary card were also
evaluated and included in the study record as an Adverse Event, as
appropriate.

Figure 1. Study procedures and visit flow.
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Subjects
Eligible subjects were able to provide Informed Consent, were non-

smokers, aged 18–65 years, who were routine manual toothbrush users
and who used string floss (or any other interproximal cleaning technique)
once per week or less often. Enrolled participants had a minimum aver-
age plaque score of  ≥ 0.5 per RMNPI following a two- to six-hour
plaque accumulation, and a minimum of 10 sites with a score of  ≥ 1
per GBI, thus to recruit a population with mild to moderate gingivitis.
Subjects with insulin-dependent diabetes, advanced periodontal disease
or excessive gingival recession, a diagnosis of xerostomia, or rampant
decay were excluded from the study. None of the subjects were routine
power toothbrush users, currently using professionally dispensed bleach-
ing products, had orthodontic bands interfering with efficacy outcomes,
had extensive crown and bridge work, or had a professional prophylaxis
within four weeks of the study.  

Study Treatment Groups
There were four treatment groups evaluated in this study. Common

to all treatment groups was the use of an American Dental Association
(ADA) reference manual toothbrush. It was to be used twice daily with
fluoride-containing Crest® Cool Mint Gel dentifrice (Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, OH, USA) for a one-minute brushing encounter per episode.
For subjects randomized to the control MTB group, this was their only
home oral hygiene procedure. The remaining subjects were randomized
to one of three adjunct IP cleaning regimens: string floss (Reach®

Unflavored Waxed Floss, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ,
USA), AirflossPro used with BreathRx mouthrinse (AFPB), or
AirflossPro used with Listerine Cool Mint Antiseptic mouthrinse
(AFPL).
All groups were instructed on product use by designated study per-

sonnel, with subjects demonstrating understanding of the directions
by using their assigned study products in the presence of the assigned
instructor. Step-by-step illustrated instructions were also provided for
home reference, as was a diary card for subjects to keep a record of
product use.

Randomization and Data Capture
Subjects who met the eligibility criteria were enrolled and then ran-

domized to one of the four study treatment groups for the 28-day home-
use period. Randomization was stratified by gender so that the number

of males and females was balanced across the treatment groups.
Study data were collected on a web-based Electronic Data Capture

System. Access to the web-based system was limited by log-in credentials
that matched the study role of the user. Applicable source document
forms were utilized where necessary. Study data were monitored to
ensure accuracy of the data set prior to any analysis. The randomization
assignment of subjects was merged with the randomization schedule
following cleaning and final locking of the study database. 

Statistical Methods
Sample Size Determination. Based on previous studies, a difference

of 0.2 units, with standard deviation (SD) equal to 0.3 in MGI reduction,
or 20% (SD = 22%) reduction in MGI between any of the IP treatments
and MTB alone were considered to be clinically meaningful. With this
premise, a sample size of 275 subjects (50 in the MTB only group and
75 in each of the three IP groups) would allow for greater than 80%
power to detect this difference in MGI between any one of three IP
groups, and the MTB-alone group, using a two-sided t-test with a 0.05
significance level. Also, to demonstrate non-inferiority between
AirflossPro and the SF group, a sample size of 225 subjects (150 subjects
in the AirflossProgroup and 75 in the SF group) would provide approx-
imately 80% power for a one-sided 0.025 test with a non-inferiority
margin of approximately 60% between the SF and MTB alone, and
assuming a true mean difference between the two groups was zero with
standard deviations of 0.3. To account for loss to follow-up, estimated
to be 10%, approximately 308 subjects were to be randomized (56 sub-
jects for MTB alone and 84 for each of the other three groups) in order
to complete with the required number of subjects.
Efficacy Endpoints. Efficacy endpoints, MGI, GBI, and MPI, were

scored at the tooth sites prescribed for each Index using the scoring
methodology described in Table I. A standardized case report form
was used to record these data at each study visit. For each Index and
for each subject three summary efficacy variables were defined. These
included: an overall Index score calculated as the sum of scores of all
evaluable sites divided by the number of evaluable sites; reduction from
Baseline, calculated as the Baseline score minus the post-Baseline score;
and percent reduction from Baseline, calculated as the reduction in
score divided by the Baseline score times 100. All three summary scores
were calculated for the whole mouth and for sub- regions of the mouth,
and were considered as continuous variables. 

Table I
Scoring Methodology for Efficacy Metrics; Plaque, Gingival Inflammation and Gingival Bleeding

No plaque Plaque Present

Rustogi Modification of the Navy Plaque Index; 18 sites per tooth excluding 3rd molars
0 1 N/A N/A N/A

Absence of 
inflammation

Mild inflammation, slight change in
color, little change in texture of any
portion of but not the entire margin
or papillary gingival unit

Severe inflammation; marked red-
ness, edema and/or hypertrophy or
marginal or papillary gingival unit,
spontaneous bleeding, congestion or
ulceration

Mild inflammation but involving the
entire margin or papillary unit

Moderate inflammation; glazing,
redness, edema and/or hypertrophy
of margin or papillary unit

Modified Gingival Index, 2 sites per tooth excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 4

No bleeding Bleeding on gently probing Bleeding appears immediately upon
gently probing

Spontaneous bleeding which is 
present prior to probing

Gingival Bleeding Index, 2 sites per tooth excluding 3rd molars
0 1 2 3 N/A
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All variables were summarized using descriptive statistics, including
means, medians, standard deviations, and ranges for continuous vari-
ables, and number and percent for categorical variables. All analyses
were conducted using SAS® software.
Primary Efficacy Analysis. The primary efficacy analysis was per-

formed on the modified intent to treat (mITT) population that was
defined to include randomized subjects with a Baseline and a Day 14
MGI score. An analysis of variance model (ANOVA), with the Baseline
MGI and randomization group as predictors, was used to estimate the
Day 14 adjusted mean MGI score. Two similar models were also used
to estimate adjusted mean reduction in MGI score and adjusted mean
percent reduction in MGI score. Since multiple comparisons (MTB
group versus each of the IP groups) were to be performed, if the overall
null hypothesis of no difference between the four groups was rejected,
95% confidence intervals (CI) and p-values were adjusted using the
procedure described by Dunnett.16

If the superiority of the interproximal treatment groups versus the
manual tooth brushing group was established, the effect of AirflossPro
versus SF was to be evaluated using a non-inferiority analysis. To for-
mally evaluate the non-inferiority of AirflossPro to SF, the AFPL and
AFPB groups were to be compared. If no statistically significant dif-
ference in these two groups was observed, they would be combined into
one group. Otherwise, two separate non-inferiority tests of the AFPL
and AFPB versus SF were to be performed.
For non-inferiority, the following hypothesis, to demonstrate that

AirflossPropreserved at least 60% of the effect of SF, was to be evaluated: 
H0: µAIRFLOSS - µSF ≤ - �d (µSF - µMTB)
HA: µAIRFLOSS - µSF > - �d (µSF - µMTB)

Where µSF - µMTB represents the efficacy of the active control (SF) over
MTB alone, µAIRFLOSS - µSF represents the difference in efficacy between
AirflossPro and SF, and d� (=60%) represents an acceptable preservation
fraction. Using the approach described by Pigeot, et al.,17 non-inferiority
was to be evaluated via a contrast test for the parameter:

�y(µ) = µAIRFLOSS - (1- d) µSF - µMTB
which represents a reformulated linear contrast of the hypothesis to be
tested, where, µAIRFLOSS µSF and µMTB represent the estimated means
for AirflossPro, string floss, and MTB groups, respectively. AirflossPro
would be declared as non-inferior to the SF regimen if this contrast
was found to be statistically significantly different from zero.
Secondary Efficacy and Safety Analysis. Secondary objectives com-

pared the IP cleaning devices to MTB for plaque (RMNPI) and gin-
gival bleeding (GBI) outcomes at Days 14 and 28. In addition, non-
inferiority in gingivitis reduction for AirflossPro compared to SF at
Day 28, and for plaque reduction (RMNPI) at Days 14 and 28 were
evaluated. The secondary analyses included all randomized subjects
with a Baseline and a post-Baseline evaluation for the parameter and

time point of interest. A statistical model similar to the primary analysis
was to be used to estimate adjusted means, SEs of the means, and
two-sided 95% CI. 
The analysis of safety included all randomized subjects exposed to

any of the four regimens.

Results
Demographics 
Two-hundred ninety-three subjects provided informed consent and

were screened for study participation. Of these, 290 were enrolled and
randomized with 287 subjects completing the Day 14 visit (mITT pop-
ulation) and 286 completing the Day 28 visit. Of the three randomized
subjects excluded from the mITT population, two were lost to follow-
up and one chose to discontinue due to a conflict in the subject’s sched-
ule. The one additional subject who did not complete the Day 28 visit
was lost to follow-up. Table II provides a summary of demographic
characteristics for randomized subjects. There were no significant dif-
ferences in the age and gender distribution among the four study groups,
indicating comparable groups at Baseline. The overall mean age of ran-
domized subjects was 35.6 years, with 64% females. 

Primary Efficacy Results 
Modified Gingival Index. Since the primary and secondary efficacy

measures evaluated the same outcome (MGI) but at different time
points, results of the primary and secondary efficacy analysis for MGI
are presented together in this section. 
At Baseline, the mean MGI scores among the 290 randomized sub-

jects did not differ statistically significantly between the four groups (p
= 0.654). The mean scores were 2.25 (SD = 0.13) for the MTB group,
2.25 (SD = 0.14) for SF, 2.25 (SD = 0.13) for AFPL, and 2.27 (SD =
0.14) for AFPB.
Table III presents model-based estimates for the mean MGI score

at Baseline, Day 14, and Day 28, and mean MGI percent reduction
from Baseline for the four study groups. 
Following 14 days of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) MGI scores

were 2.25 (2.22, 2.27) for MTB, 2.15 (2.13, 2.17) for SF, 2.15 (2.13, 2.17)
for AFPL, and 2.16 (2.14, 2.18) for AFPB.   
Following 28 days of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) MGI scores

were 2.23 (2.20, 2.26) for MTB, 2.00 (1.97, 2.02) for SF, 2.04 (2.01, 2.06)
for AFPL, and 2.06 (2.03, 2.08) for AFPB. A boxplot of percent reduc-
tion from Baseline for the four study groups for MGI is presented in
Figure 2.
All three IP devices were significantly better than MTB in reducing

gingivitis for the whole mouth at both time points (p < 0.001). At both
visits (Days 14 and 28) the contrast test for inferiority was rejected 
(p <0.001). That is, the AirflossPro device (AFPL and AFPB combined)

Table II
Demographic Characteristics

Treatment
Parameter Category MTB Floss AFP + Listerine AFP + Breath Rx Total p-value

Age (yrs) No. Subjects 51 79 80 80 290
Mean(SD) 35.1  (12.10) 34.9  (11.00) 35.2  (10.90) 36.9  (12.10) 35.6  (11.50) 0.835
Median 32 32 33 34 33
Min, Max (19,  65) (18,  62) (18,  57) (19,  61) (18,  65)

Gender Female 33 (64.7%) 51 (64.6%) 51 (63.8%) 51 (63.8%) 186 (64.1%) 0.999
Male 18 (35.3%) 28 (35.4%) 29 (36.3%) 29 (36.3%) 104 (35.9%)

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
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preserved at least 60% of the efficacy between SF and MTB alone in
reducing gingivitis based on MGI (Table VI).

Secondary Efficacy Results
Gingival Bleeding Index. At Baseline, the mean GBI scores among

the 290 randomized subjects did not differ significantly between the
four groups (p = 0.509). The mean scores were 0.19 (SD = 0.08) units
for the MTB group, 0.20 (SD = 0.07) for SF, 0.19 (SD = 0.08) for AFPL,

and 0.21 (SD = 0.08) for AFPB.
Table IV presents model estimates for adjusted mean GBI scores

for Baseline, Day 14, and Day 28, and adjusted mean GBI percent
reduction from Baseline for the four study groups.
Following 14 days of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) GBI scores

for the four study groups were 0.19 (0.18, 0.20) for MTB, 0.15 (0.14,
0.16) for SF, 0.15 (0.14, 0.15) for AFPL, and 0.15 (0.14, 0.15) for AFPB. 
At Day 28, the adjusted mean (95% CI) GBI scores were 0.19 (0.17,

0.20) for MTB, 0.11 (0.10, 0.12) for SF, 0.12 (0.11, 0.13) for AFPL, and
0.12 (0.11, 0.13) for AFPB.  Figure 3 depicts these results for percent
reduction from Baseline in a boxplot. Statistical superiority was observed
between the IP cleaning regimens compared to manual tooth brushing
alone; p-value < 0.001 at both Day 14 and Day 28.  
Rustogi Modification of the Navy Plaque Index. The mean RMNPI

scores among the 290 randomized subjects at baseline did not differ
significantly between the four groups (p = 0.131). The mean scores were
0.66 (SD = 0.05) units for the MTB group, 0.63 (SD = 0.04) for SF,
0.64 (SD = 0.05) for AFPL. and 0.65 (SD = 0.05) for AFPB.
Table V presents model estimates for adjusted mean RMNPI scores

for Baseline, Day 14, and Day 28, and adjusted mean RMNPI percent
reduction from Baseline for the four study groups.  
Following 14 days of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) plaque scores

were 0.61 (0.59, 0.62) for MTB, 0.53 (0.52, 0.54) for SF, 0.54 (0.53, 0.55)
for AFPL, and 0.55 (0.54, 0.56) for AFPB.  

Table III
Modified Gingival Index, Adjusted Means, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 28

Treatment
Variable Statistic MTB Floss AFP +  Listerine AFP + Breath Rx p-valuea

Baseline No Subjects 51 79 78 79
Mean (SE) 2.25 (0.02) 2.25 (0.02) 2.24 (0.02) 2.27 (0.02) 0.420
95% CI (2.21, 2.28) (2.22, 2.28) (2.21, 2.27) (2.24, 2.30)
Diffb Mean (SE) 0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02)
Diff 95% CI (-0.05, 0.06) (-0.06, 0.05) (-0.03, 0.09)
Diff p-valuec 1.000 0.999 0.446

Day 14 Post-treatment
Adjusted Mean (SE) 2.25 (0.01) 2.15 (0.01) 2.15 (0.01) 2.16 (0.01) < 0.001
95% CI (2.22, 2.27) (2.13, 2.17) (2.13, 2.17) (2.14, 2.18)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.09 (0.02) -0.10 (0.02) -0.09 (0.02)
Diff 95% CI (-0.13, -0.06) (-0.13, -0.06) (-0.13, -0.05)
Diff p-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

% Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.22 (0.55) 4.30 (0.44) 4.55 (0.45) 4.20 (0.44) < 0.001
95% CI (-0.87, 1.30) (3.42, 5.17) (3.67, 5.42) (3.32, 5.07)
Diffb Mean (SE) 4.08 (0.71) 4.33 (0.71) 3.98 (0.71)
Diff 95% CI (2.43, 5.73) (2.68, 5.99) (2.32, 5.64)
Diff p-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Day 28 Post-treatment No Subjects 51 78 78 79
Adjusted Mean (SE) 2.23 (0.02) 2.00 (0.01) 2.04 (0.01) 2.06 (0.01) < 0.001
95% CI (2.20, 2.26) (1.97, 2.02) (2.01, 2.06) (2.03, 2.08)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.23 (0.02) -0.19 (0.02) -0.17 (0.02)
Diff 95% CI (-0.28, -0.18) (-0.24, -0.14) (-0.22, -0.12)
Diff p-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

% Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) 1.10 (0.72) 11.41 (0.58) 9.54 (0.58) 8.52 (0.58) < 0.001
95% CI (-0.31, 2.50) (10.27, 12.55) (8.40, 10.67) (7.39, 9.65)
Diffb Mean (SE) 10.31 (0.92) 8.44 (0.92) 7.42 (0.92)
Diff 95% CI (8.16, 12.46) (6.29, 10.59) (5.27, 9.57)
Diff p-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Note:  ANOVA Model is: Outcome = Treatment + Baseline Result + error. b Diff Mean = Estimated Difference in the adjusted means, IP device minus MTB alone.
a p-value is based on a fixed effects ANOVA model F-test (Ho: All treatments are equal). c Dunnets test. The treatment groups floss, Listerine and Breath Rx are compared to MTB.

Figure 2. Modified Gingival Index, percent reduction from baseline, overall.
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Following 28 days of use, the adjusted mean (95% CI) plaque scores
were 0.61 (0.59, 0.62) for MTB, 0.47 (0.46, 0.48) for SF, 0.49 (0.48, 0.50)
for AFPL, and 0.50 (0.49, 0.51) for AFPB. Figure 4 depicts these results
for percent reduction from Baseline in a boxplot. Statistical superiority
was observed between the adjunct interproximal cleaning regimens
compared to manual tooth brushing alone; p-value < 0.001 at both

Day 14 and Day 28. At both visits, the contrast test for inferiority was
rejected (p < 0.001). That is, the AirflossProdevice preserved at least
60% of the efficacy between SF and MTB alone in reducing plaque
(Table VI).

Safety
There were a total of four adverse events reported in the study. Two

events occurred in two subjects randomized to AFPB, and one event
each occurred in subjects randomized to SF and AFPL. Three of these
events were reports of gingival irritation and one was a self-reported
event of “gum irritation/soreness.” All four events were characterized
as mild in severity. The events were possibly related to the assigned
study treatments. All four events were observed to resolution. There
were no serious adverse events reported.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to assess, in a controlled clinical trial,

the extent to which the use of adjunct interproximal cleaning affected
the status of gingival health and surface plaque in subjects with mild
to moderate gingivitis, compared to manual tooth brushing alone. This
study was successful in demonstrating that, indeed, daily interproximal
cleaning can have a significant effect on these measures within just two
weeks of use, persisting up to four weeks of use. Further, the regimens
tested here are all safe for use.

Table IV
Gingival Bleeding Index, Adjusted Means, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 28

Treatment
Variable Statistic MTB Floss AFP +  Listerine AFP + Breath Rx p-valuea

Baseline No Subjects 51 79 78 79
Mean (SE) 0.19 (0.01) 0.20 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01) 0.21 (0.01) 0.325
95% CI (0.17, 0.21) (0.18, 0.22) (0.17, 0.21) (0.19, 0.23)
Diffb Mean (SE) 0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.03, 0.04) (-0.04, 0.03) (-0.02, 0.05)
Diffc P-value 0.959 0.960 0.442

Day 14 Post-treatment
Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.19 (0.006) 0.15 (0.005) 0.15 (0.005) 0.15 (0.005) < 0.001
95% CI (0.18, 0.20) (0.14, 0.16) (0.14, 0.15) (0.14, 0.15)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.04 (0.01) -0.05 (0.01) -0.05 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.06, -0.03) (-0.06, -0.03) (-0.06, -0.03)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

% Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) -0.16 (2.81) 22.89 (2.26) 26.90 (2.27) 24.61 (2.26) < 0.001
95% CI (-5.69, 5.36) (18.46, 27.33) (22.42, 31.38) (20.15, 29.06)
Diffb Mean (SE) 23.06 (3.60) 27.07 (3.61) 24.77 (3.61)
Diff 95% CI (14.64, 31.48) (18.62, 35.51) (16.33, 33.21)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Day 28 Post-treatment No Subjects 51 78 78 79
Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.19 (0.006) 0.11 (0.005) 0.12 (0.005) 0.12 (0.005) < 0.001
95% CI (0.17, 0.20) (0.10, 0.12) (0.11, 0.13) (0.11, 0.13)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.08 (0.01) -0.07 (0.01) -0.07 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.10, -0.06) (-0.09, -0.05) (-0.08, -0.05)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

% Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) 4.03 (2.85) 43.31 (2.30) 40.49 (2.31) 36.79 (2.30) < 0.001
95% CI (-1.58, 9.64) (38.78, 47.84) (35.95, 45.03) (32.28, 41.31)
Diffb Mean (SE) 39.28 (3.66) 36.46 (3.66) 32.76 (3.66)
Diff 95% CI (30.72, 47.85) (27.90, 45.03) (24.20, 41.33)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Note:  ANOVA Model is: Outcome = Treatment + Baseline Result + error. b Diff Mean = Estimated Difference in the adjusted means, IP device minus MTB alone.
a p-value is based on a fixed effects ANOVA model F-test (Ho: All treatments are equal). c Dunnets test. The treatment groups floss, Listerine and Breath Rx are compared to MTB.

Figure 3. Gingival Bleeding Index, percent reduction from baseline, overall.
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These outcomes corroborate the recommendation of the dental
health community that interproximal cleaning is beneficial in helping
to achieve and maintain the health of oral tissues.3-6 The evidence here
supports that interdental cleaning is effective in the transition state of
mild to moderate gingivitis, where adequate intervention can bring
patients back to health. 
When interpreting the effects between the interproximal cleaning

regimens tested in this study (string floss and AirflossPro), non-inferiority
was achieved for the measures of MGI or RMNPI at both study time-
points. This was an aim not only of this clinical trial, but also a key
quality requirement of the AirflossPro device itself; it has no reason to
be in patients’ hands if it cannot clean as well as the dental professional
standard, string floss. Indeed, in a population of users who have been
unable to adopt a daily string flossing habit, AirflossPro is an effective
alternative.
Airfloss has previously been demonstrated to be effective when used

with water.18 The selection and use of the antimicrobial rinses tested
here was based on use-case scenarios, frequently described by patients
who prefer the interproximal cleaning experience of Airfloss with rinse
to that of water. The authors acknowledge that the antimicrobial agents
contained in the rinse formulations were expected to aid in the benefits
observed in the reduction of plaque and gingivitis in this study. Indeed,
a recent consensus review emphasizes the evidence base for the adjunc-
tive use of rinses that contain antiplaque agents as a means to help limit
plaque regrowth and manage gingivitis.19 However, the aim of this trial
was not intended to show the extent to which the use of rinse contributes
to the clinical benefits observed here, in comparison to water.   Additional
in vivo research is necessary to understand the short- and long-term
benefits of a direct comparison.
The development of the AirflossPro device follows a trajectory

that tracks scientific understanding and technological ideation, 

Table V
Rustogi Modified Navy Plaque Index, Adjusted Means, at Baseline, Day 14, Day 28

Treatment
Variable Statistic MTB Floss AFP +  Listerine AFP + Breath Rx p-valuea

Baseline No Subjects 51 79 78 79
Mean (SE) 0.66 (0.01) 0.63 (0.01) 0.64 (0.01) 0.65 (0.01) 0.046
95% CI (0.64, 0.67) (0.62, 0.64) (0.63, 0.65) (0.64, 0.66)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.02 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.04, -0.00) (-0.04, 0.00) (-0.03, 0.01)
Diff P-valuec 0.020 0.098 0.454

Day 14 Post-treatment
Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.61 (0.01) 0.53 (0.01) 0.54 (0.01) 0.55 (0.01) < 0.001
95% CI (0.59, 0.62) (0.52, 0.54) (0.53, 0.55) (0.54, 0.56)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.07 (0.01) -0.07 (0.01) -0.06 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.09, -0.05) (-0.09, -0.05) (-0.08, -0.04)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

%Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) 5.56 (1.00) 17.07 (0.80) 15.95 (0.80) 14.33 (0.80) < 0.001
95% CI (3.59, 7.52) (15.50, 18.64) (14.37, 17.53) (12.76, 15.90)
Diffb Mean (SE) 11.51 (1.29) 10.39 (1.28) 8.77 (1.27)
Diff 95% CI (8.51, 14.52) (7.40, 13.39) (5.80, 11.75)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Day 28 Post-treatment No Subjects 51 78 78 79
Adjusted Mean (SE) 0.61 (0.01) 0.47 (0.01) 0.49 (0.01) 0.50 (0.01) < 0.001
95% CI (0.59, 0.62) (0.46, 0.48) (0.48, 0.50) (0.49, 0.51)
Diffb Mean (SE) -0.13 (0.01) -0.12 (0.01) -0.11 (0.01)
Diff 95% CI (-0.15, -0.11) (-0.14, -0.10) (-0.13, -0.09)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

% Reduction
Adjusted Mean (SE) 5.70 (1.08) 26.48 (0.87) 23.96 (0.87) 22.41 (0.86) < 0.001
95% CI (3.58, 7.83) (24.76, 28.19) (22.25, 25.66) (20.72, 24.11)
Diffb Mean (SE) 20.77 (1.40) 18.25 (1.39) 16.71 (1.38)
Diff 95% CI (17.51, 24.03) (15.01, 21.50) (13.49, 19.93)
Diff P-valuec < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Note:  ANOVA Model is: Outcome = Treatment + Baseline Result + error. b Diff Mean = Estimated Difference in the adjusted means, IP device minus MTB alone.
a p-value is based on a fixed effects ANOVA model F-test (Ho: All treatments are equal). c Dunnets test. The treatment groups floss, Listerine and Breath Rx are compared to MTB.

Figure 4. Rustogi Modified Navy Plaque Index, percent reduction from baseline, overall.
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underpinned by the long-held insight that consumers and patients
have a difficult time adopting string floss into their home oral hygiene
regime because of its inherent difficulty and unpleasant experience.
A treatment can only be as effective as the patient who adopts its
usage. Thus, AirflossPro was developed as an option, in particular
for patients who need the benefit of interproximal cleaning but who
have never been able to effectively and habitually use string floss. Its
hand-held form-factor, ergonomic handle design and angled tip have
been designed around this user; buttons are placed where fingers nat-
urally grip, the fluid requirements are negligible compared to oral
irrigators, the nozzle features a soft-touch tip that can be gently guided
across and positioned between teeth, and it has auto or manual modes
for actuation of the plaque-shearing microburst spray of liquid and
air. The use of a rinse in lieu of water can also enhance the overall
user experience and, based on the outcomes reported here, it is both
safe and effective to do so.
The current study only touched the surface of understanding the

potential beneficial effects of the AirflossPro device on oral health.
Here, its evaluation was limited to the clinical outcomes for which the
device was originally intended; namely, as an easy-to-use way to shear
off plaque biofilm from hard-to-reach interproximal tooth surfaces,
thus help promote the health of adjacent gingival tissue. In theory, the
AirflossPro device also potentially enables targeted delivery of health-
promoting medicaments to sites where patients need them most, to
those problematic interproximal contact sites along the gingivae. In
vitro studies have shown that AirFlossPro not only removes bacterial
biofilms, but also assists in deeper penetration of the antimicrobial
chemistries found in mouthrinses compared to rinse alone.20,21 Certainly,
more clinical research is warranted to understand its effects in this
broader conceptualization of how AirflossPro could be used as an aid
in achieving and maintaining oral health.
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